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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. 
These are the voyages of the 
starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange 

new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has 
gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that 
which is known to man. It is a dimension as 
vast as space and as timeless as infinity. 
It is the middle ground between light and 
shadow, between science and superstition, 
and it lies between the pit of man’s fears 
and the summit of his knowledge. This is the 
dimension of imagination. It is an area which 
we call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: 
It is a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, 
striking from a hidden base, have won their 
first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to 
steal secret plans to the Empire’s ultimate 
weapon, the Death Star, an armored space 
station with enough power to destroy an 
entire planet. Pursued by the Empire.
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THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE WORLD OF FLORIDA HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

BY WRITERNAME

Headline Headline Headline 
Head Line

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 

no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before. Headline Headline Headline 

Head Line

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 

no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

Headline Headline Head 
Line Headline Head Line
Space, the final frontier. These 
are the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, 
to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

Headline Headline Headline 
Head Line

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 

no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star.

Headline Head 
Line Head Line 
Headline
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek 
out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known 
to man. It is a dimension as 
vast as space and as timeless 
as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and 
shadow, between science 
and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s 
fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the 
dimension of imagination. It 
is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

In the criminal justice 
system, the people are rep-
resented by two separate yet 
equally important groups.

Headline Head 
Line Head Line 
Headline
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek 
out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known 
to man. It is a dimension as 
vast as space and as timeless 
as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and 
shadow, between science 
and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s 
fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the 
dimension of imagination. It 
is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

In the criminal justice 
system, the people are rep-
resented by two separate yet 
equally important groups.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship.
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SCHOOL » OUTGOING » INCOMING
All Saints’ » Val Johnson » Robert Hollway, Jr.
Andrew Jackson » Adam Ward » Vernon Edwards
American » Corey Bell » Anthony White
Atlantic (Port Orange) » Tim Smith » Pa’tell Troutman
Baldwin » Brad West » Steve Shields
Baker County » Ryan Sulkowski » Tom MacPherson
Bishop McLaughlin » Derrick Alexander » Craig Moore
Bishop Verot » Phil Dorn » Bill Shields
Blanche Ely » Charles Hafley » Nakia Jenkins
Boca Ciega » Antez Brinson » Max Smith
Boca Raton » Jeff Dellenbach » Eric Davis
Booker » Johnnie Jones » Recharde Goodwyn
Booker T. Washington (Miami) » Tim Harris, Sr. » Tim Harris, Jr.
Boyd Anderson » Wayne Blair » Carlos Woods
Bozeman » Loren Tillman » Lyle Messer
Central (Brooksville) » Mike Einspahr » Chris Sands
Central Florida Christian » Monty Vann » Michael Bonneville
Chiles » Mike Lassiter » Garret Jahn
Christ’s Church Academy » Courtney Moore » Tripp Merritt
Citrus » Rayburn Greene » Justin Taylor
Citrus Park Christian » Nathan Galan » Adam Hill
Cocoa Beach » Tony Piccalo » Billy Huthman
Community School » Damon Jones » Paul Selvidio
Coral Reef » Chevas Celments » Billy Rolle
Coral Springs » Ray Gould » Rashad West
Cottondale » Mike Melvin » Jerome Godwin
Countryside » Jared Davis » Eric Schmitz
Cypress Creek » John Tezik » Shaun Lorenzano 
Cypress Lake » Dale More » Xavier McCray
Doral » Steve Smith » Jorge Zagales
Dunedin » Denis Gillen » Matt LePain
Dunnellon » Frank Beasley » Price Harris
Eagle’s View » Ryan Keith » Jerry Crafts
East Gadsden » Trace Laing » Antonio Carter
Edgewater » Jed Kennedy » Rich Bedsem
Evans » Chip Gierke » Richard Turner
Frostproof » Price Harris » Shannon Benton

SCHOOL » OUTGOING » INCOMING
Glades Central » Roosevelt Blackmon » Rick Casko
Godby » Ronnie Cottrell » Cleon McFarlane (Interim)
Goleman » David Garlace » Ariel Criberio
Heritage » Ajay Ulmer » Mark Ainsley
Holy Trinity » Mark Ainsley » Nate Hooks, Jr.
Imagine School (North Port) » Jeppe Bennetsen » Tyler Zebkar
Island Coast » Joe Bowen » Wayne Blair
Jensen Beach » John Fey » Tim Caffey
Jefferson County » Vic Culley » Aaron Sheppard
John I. Leonard » Wayne Monroe » Kevin Fleury
King » Tim Borcky » Cameron Duke
Lake Wales » Rod Shaffer » Tavaris Johnson
Lake Weir » Jason Robinson » Tim Hicks
Largo » Rick Rodriguez » Marcus Paschal
Lecanto » McKinley Rolle » Greg Harper
Marathon » Lance Martin » Paul Davis
Matanzas » Jeff Nettles » Robert Ripley
McArthur » Andrew Rhoden » Buster Davis
Miami Beach » Jason Kradman » Aaron Harris
Miami Coral Park » Tim Wood » Steve Smith
Miami Edison » Trevor Harris » Napoleon Johnson
Miami Jackson » Antonio Brown » Earl Little
Miami Northwestern » Stephen Field » Eddie Brown
Miami Palmetto » Matt Dixon » Mike Manasco
Middleton » Alonzo Ashwood » Jeff George, Jr.
Miramar » Damon Cogdell » Matthew Strout
Mitchell » Scott Schmitz » Andy Schmitz
Moore Haven » Mike Minikwu » Alphonso Smith
Mount Dora » Chad Grabowski » Ben Bullock
Mulberry » Raleigh Jackson » Dedrick Dodge
Munore Day » Danny Hood » Vic Culley
Nature Coast » Charles Liggett » Justin Worden
Nease » Shane Matthews » Tim Krause
North Fort Myers » Brian Makar » Earnest Graham
North Marion » Craig Damon/Matt Johnson » Stephen Field
North Port » Billy Huthman » Larry Detweller (Interim)
Northeast (Oakland Park) » Kez McCorvey » Christopher Hay

SCHOOL » OUTGOING » INCOMING
Northeast (St. Petersburg) » Mike Jalazo » Jeremy Frioud 
Oak Ridge » Ricky Walters » Elijah Williams
Olympic Heights » Kevin Fleury » Dale Williams
Palatka » Willie Offord » Randy Hedstrom
Palm Beach Central » Rod Harris » Tino Ierulli
Palm Harbor University » Matt LePain » Reggie Crume
Pine Ridge » Scott Surgener » Bob Goebel
Ponte Vedra » Mike Loyd » Matt Toblin
Port St. Joe » Chuck Gannon » John Palmer
Port St. Lucie » Hilary Poole » Ryan Solesky
Providence » Bobby Raulerson » Jeff Kopp
Ridgeview » Tom MacPherson » Charlie Libretto
Riverdale » Rob Hinson » Damon Jones
Rutherford » Alvin Dempsey » Rob Armstrong
St. Andrew’s » Corey Riley » Steve Howey
St. Petersburg Catholic » Steve Dudley » Dave Cleppe
St. John Neumann » Steve Howey » Alfredo Molina
Santaluces » Daryl Drinkwater » Jason Bradley
Sarasota » Ed Volz » Brian Ryals
Shorecrest Prep » Dave Moore » Steve Dudley
Seven Rivers Christian » Drew Iwaniac » Rayburn Greene
Southeast » Paul Maechtle » John Warren
Tenoroc » Mike Burns » Chris Davidson
Trinity Christina (Deltona) » Chris Dorminey » Monty Vann
Umatilla » Rodney Torrance » Steve Sewell
University School » Roger Harriott » Brandon Harris
Vanguard (Ocala) » Alex Castaneda » Edwin Farmer
Warner Christian » Steve Allen » D.J. Mayo
Washington (Pensacola) » Craig Laborde » Charlie Ward
West Nassau » Casey Thiele » Rickey Armstrong
West Port » Russell Holley » Matt Franklin 
Westland Hialeah » Mike Manasco » Trelvin Payne
Western » Derek Segaloff » Adam Ratkevich
Wewahitchka » Dennnis Kizziah » Loren Tillman
Wildwood » Jimbo Hale » Deau Austin
Williston » Jamie Baker » Cliff Lohrey 
Wolfson » Walter Williams » Tom Williams

High School

Grade in 2014-2016

Position(s)

Favorite Class

Favorite Movie

Favorite TV Show

Favorite Training Exercise

Favorite Healthy Food

Least Favorite Healthy Food

Recording Artist You Train To

Your Role Model

Favorite Shoes

Future Aspirations

JOSHUA 
COLEMAN

University Christian

Senior

DT

Marine Biology

Gran Torino

Man vs. Food

Shrugs

Asparagus

Fried chicken

Woop

My Mom

Nike

Forensic scientist

GAGE  
RION

Gulf Coast

Senior

RB

Math

Hot Rod

Top Gear

Power clean

Chicken parmesan

Squash

Kendrick Lamar

My Dad

Nike

Play football; 
biomedical 

engineer 

DEVIN 
BROWN

Fort Lauderdale

Senior

DB

Math

Lean On Me

Family Guy

Running

Green beans

Peas

Rich Homie Quan

Sean Taylor

Nike

Play college football

MARK 
KELLER
Marathon 

Senior

C/DT

Gym

Never Back Down

Wicked Tuna

Tricep pull downs 

Salad

Peas

80’s rock music 

My Dad

Nike

My own business

ZACH  
WEBER

Coral Springs Charter 

Junior

SS/WR

History

We Are Marshall

ESPN SportsCenter

Bench

Oranges

Broccoli 

Meek Mill

Ray Lewis

Nike

Play Division I 
football; get an 

MBA

DAEVON 
DIXON

DEMETRIUS 
ARTIS

Sanford Seminole

Senior

LB/DE/FB

Weightlifting

Gridiron Gang

E:60

Bench press

Okra

Broccoli

Lil Boosie

Luke Kuechly

Nike

Play in the NFL

Atlantic Coast

Junior

SS/OLB

Chemistry 

Love & Basketball 

The Game

Power clean

Grilled chicken 

None

Any

Sean Taylor 

Nike

Veterinarian or 
psychiatrist

Coaches’ Moving Van CONTRIBUTED BY FLORIDAHSFOOTBALL.COM

Faces of 
Florida 
Football
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE VOYAGES 
of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone. A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a 
period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden 
base, have won their first.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow.

Player 
Name
SCHOOL NAME
POSITION
YEAR

Fantastic Four
2016 COVER STARS, AS VOTED BY THE FANS

COVER CONTEST

MAGAZINE
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE VOYAGES 
of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone. A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a 
period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden 
base, have won their first.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow.

Player 
Name
SCHOOL NAME
POSITION
YEAR

SPACE, THE FINAL 

frontier. These are the 
voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has 
gone before.

There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known 
to man. It is a dimension as 
vast as space and as timeless 
as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and 
shadow, between science 
and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s 
fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the 
dimension of imagination. It 
is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone. A long time 
ago, in a galaxy far, far away: 
It is a period of civil war. 
Rebel spaceships, striking 
from a hidden base, have 
won their first.

There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known 
to man. It is a dimension as 
vast as space and as timeless 
as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and 
shadow.

Player Name
SCHOOL NAME
POSITION
YEAR

Space, the final 
frontier. These 
are the voyages 
of the starship 
Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: 
to explore strange 
new worlds.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE VOYAGES 
of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone. A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a 
period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden 
base, have won their first.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow.

Player 
Name
SCHOOL NAME
POSITION
YEAR
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FOOTBALL MADE ME FRIDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL MAGAZINE F O O T B A L L

MADE
ME

Andrew Stokes
FLORIDA  
STATE TROOPER
SMITHTOWN HIGH SCHOOL
CLASS OF ’95

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE 
are the voyages of the starship Enter-
prise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new 

life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast as 
space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and shadow, between 

science and superstition, and it lies between 
the pit of man’s fears and the summit of 

his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call 

the Twilight Zone.
A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far 

away: It is a period of civil war. Rebel 
spaceships, striking from a hidden 
base, have won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies 
managed to steal secret plans to 
the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the 
Death Star, an armored space 
station with enough power to 
destroy an entire planet. Pursued 
by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home aboard 
her starship, custodian of the sto-
len plans that can save her people 

and restore freedom to the galaxy.
Night gathers, and now my watch 

begins. It shall not end until my death. I 
shall take no wife, hold no lands, father no 

children. I shall wear no crowns and win no glory. I 
shall live and die at my post. I am the sword in the 
darkness. I am the watcher on the walls. I am the 
shield that guards the realms of men. I pledge my 
life and honor to the Night’s Watch, for this night 
and all the nights to come.

In the criminal justice system, the people are 
represented by two separate yet equally important 
groups: the police, who investigate crime, and the 
district attorneys, who prosecute the offenders. 
These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime they 
didn’t commit. These men promptly escaped 
from a maximum security stockade to the Los 
Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
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government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. 
If you have a problem and no one else can help, 
and if you can find them, maybe you can hire 
the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek 
out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It 
is the middle ground between light and 
shadow, between science and superstition, 
and it lies between the pit of man’s fears 
and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area 
which we call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: 
It is a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, 
striking from a hidden base, have won 
their first victory against the evil Galactic 
Empire. During the battle, Rebel spies 
managed to steal secret plans to the 
Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, 
an armored space station with enough 
power to destroy an entire planet. Pursued 
by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess 
Leia races home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen plans that can save 
her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

Night gathers, and now my watch begins. It 
shall not end until my death. I shall take no wife, 
hold no lands, father no children. I shall wear no 
crowns and win no glory. I shall live and die at 
my post. I am the sword in the darkness. I am 
the watcher on the walls. I am the shield that 
guards the realms of men. I pledge my life and 
honor to the Night’s Watch, for this night and all 
the nights to come.

In the criminal justice system, the people 
are represented by two separate yet equally 
important groups: the police, who investigate 
crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 

sent to prison by a military court for a crime 
they didn’t commit. These men promptly 
escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still 
wanted by the government, they survive as 
soldiers of fortune. If you have a problem and 
no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek 
out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s fears and the summit 
of his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: 
It is a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, 
striking from a hidden base, have won their 
first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to 
steal secret plans to the Empire’s ultimate 
weapon, the Death Star, an armored space 

station with enough power to destroy an entire 
planet. Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen plans that can save her 
people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

Night gathers, and now my watch begins. It 
shall not end until my death. I shall take no wife, 
hold no lands, father no children. I shall wear no 
crowns and win no glory. I shall live and die at 
my post. I am the sword in the darkness. I am 
the watcher on the walls. I am the shield that 
guards the realms of men. I pledge my life and 
honor to the Night’s Watch, for this night and all 
the nights to come.

In the criminal justice system, the people are 
represented by two separate.

If you have a 
problem and no 
one else can 
help, and if you 
can find them, 
maybe you can 
hire the A-team.
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE 
are the voyages of the starship Enter-
prise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new 

life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast as 
space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and shadow, between 

science and superstition, and it lies between 
the pit of man’s fears and the summit of 

his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call 

the Twilight Zone.
A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far 

away: It is a period of civil war. Rebel 
spaceships, striking from a hidden 
base, have won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies 
managed to steal secret plans to 
the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the 
Death Star, an armored space 
station with enough power to 
destroy an entire planet. Pursued 
by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home aboard 
her starship, custodian of the sto-
len plans that can save her people 

and restore freedom to the galaxy.
Night gathers, and now my watch 

begins. It shall not end until my death. I 
shall take no wife, hold no lands, father no 

children. I shall wear no crowns and win no glory. I 
shall live and die at my post. I am the sword in the 
darkness. I am the watcher on the walls. I am the 
shield that guards the realms of men. I pledge my 
life and honor to the Night’s Watch, for this night 
and all the nights to come.

In the criminal justice system, the people are 
represented by two separate yet equally important 
groups: the police, who investigate crime, and the 
district attorneys, who prosecute the offenders. 
These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime they 
didn’t commit. These men promptly escaped from 
a maximum security stockade to the Los Angeles 
underground. Today, still wanted.

FOOTBALL MADE ME FRIDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL MAGAZINE F O O T B A L L

MADE
ME
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COPY-2. SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE VOYAGES 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before. There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. 
It is the middle ground between light and shadow, between science and 
superstition, and it lies between the pit of man’s fears and the summit of his 
knowledge. This is the dimension of imagination.
PHOTOGRAPHERWEBSITE.COM

C OPY-1. SPACE, THE FINAL 
frontier. These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its five-
year mission: to explore strange 

new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has 
gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that 
which is known to man. It is a dimension as 
vast as space and as timeless as infinity. 
It is the middle ground between light and 
shadow, between science and superstition, 
and it lies between the pit of man’s fears 
and the summit of his knowledge. This is the 
dimension of imagination. It is an area which 
we call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: 
It is a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, 
striking from a hidden base, have won their 
first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to 
steal secret plans to the Empire’s ultimate 
weapon, the Death Star, an armored space 
station with enough power to destroy an 

entire planet. Pursued by the Empire’s 
sinister agents, Princess Leia races home 
aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen 
plans that can save her people and restore 
freedom to the galaxy.

Night gathers, and now my watch begins. 
It shall not end until my death. I shall take 
no wife, hold no lands, father no children. 
I shall wear no crowns and win no glory. I 
shall live and die at my post. I am the sword 
in the darkness. I am the watcher on the 
walls. I am the shield that guards the realms 
of men. I pledge my life and honor to the 
Night’s Watch, for this night and all the 
nights to come.

In the criminal justice system, the people 
are represented by two separate yet equally 
important groups: the police, who investi-
gate crime, and the district attorneys, who 
prosecute the offenders.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit 
was sent to prison by a military court for 
a crime they didn’t commit. These men 
promptly escaped. –Byline

Melissa Macatee of Highland Park High (Texas) won 2015 FNF Photographer of the Year through an online vote 
that was open to fans in April 2015. A group of 10 finalists – representing four schools in Texas, two schools each 
in Florida and South Carolina and one each in Georgia and North Carolina – drew a total of more than 5,000 votes 
in the contest. Macatee’s photo generated 942 votes, enough to top the second-place finisher by 270.

Photographers interested in submitting entries for the 2017 FNF Photographer of the Year  
can do so at fnfmagazine.com/poty.

PHOTOGRAPHER
OF THE YEAR 2016

WINNING PHOTO

KICKOFF

C OPY-3. SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. 
These are the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out 

new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space 
and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between science and 
superstition, and it lies between the pit of man’s 
fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is the 
dimension of imagination. It is an area which we 
call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a 
period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from 
a hidden base, have won their first victory against 
the evil Galactic Empire. During the battle, Rebel 
spies managed to steal secret plans to the Empire’s 
ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored space 
station with enough power to destroy a planet.

Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess 
Leia races home aboard her starship, custodian 
of the stolen plans that can save her people and 
restore freedom to the galaxy.

Night gathers, and now my watch begins. It shall 
not end until my death. I shall take no wife, hold 
no lands, father no children. I shall wear no crowns 
and win no glory. I shall live and die at my post. I 
am the sword in the darkness. I am the watcher on 
the walls. I am the shield that guards the realms 
of men. I pledge my life and honor to the Night’s 
Watch, for this night and all the nights to come.

In the criminal justice system, the people are 
represented by two separate yet equally important 
groups: the police, who investigate crime, and the 
district attorneys, who prosecute the offenders.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent 
to prison by a military court for a crime they didn’t 
commit. –Byline

High School High School
THESE ARE THE VOYAGES OF THE STARSHIP 
ENTERPRISE

MOMS
T E A M

MOMS         OF THE

YEAR
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Space, the final frontier. These are the 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-
year mission: to explore strange new worlds, 
to seek out new life and new civilizations, 
to boldly go where no man has gone before.

COPY 1. SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE 
are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 

where no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

Night gathers, and now my watch begins. It shall not end 
until my death. I shall take no wife, hold no lands, father no 

children. I shall wear no crowns and win no glory. I shall live 
and die at my post. I am the sword in the darkness. I am the 
watcher on the walls. I am the shield that guards the realms 
of men. I pledge my life and honor to the Night’s Watch, for 
this night and all the nights to come.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow.

I AM
FNF
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COPY 2. SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

Night gathers, and now my watch begins. It shall not end 
until my death. I shall take no wife, hold no lands, father no 
children. I shall wear no crowns and win no glory. I shall live 
and die at my post. I am the sword in the darkness. I am the 
watcher on the walls. I am the shield that guards the realms 
of men. I pledge my life and honor to the Night’s Watch, for 
this night and all the nights to come.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.
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COPY 3. SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the 

Headline Head 
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Copy 4. Space, the 
final frontier. These are 
the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has 
gone before.

There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known 
to man. It is a dimension as 
vast as space and as timeless 
as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and 
shadow, between science 
and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s 
fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the 
dimension of imagination. It 
is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

In the criminal justice 
system, the people are rep-
resented by two separate yet 
equally important groups: 
the police, who investigate 
crime, and the district 
attorneys, who prosecute the 
offenders. These are their 
stories.

starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

Night gathers, and now my watch begins. It shall not end 
until my death. I shall take no wife, hold no lands, father no 
children. I shall wear no crowns and win no glory. I shall live 
and die at my post. I am the sword in the darkness. I am the 
watcher on the walls. I am the shield that guards the realms 
of men. I pledge my life and honor to the Night’s Watch, for 
this night and all the nights to come.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team. Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages.
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COPY 5. SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

Headline Head Line Head Line
Copy 6. Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call 
the Twilight Zone.

In the criminal justice system, the people are repre-
sented by two separate yet equally important groups: the 
police, who investigate crime, and the district attorneys, 
who prosecute the offenders. These are their stories.
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COPY 7. SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. 
These are the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where 
no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that 
which is known to man. It is a dimension 
as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between 
light and shadow, between science and 

superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far 
away: It is a period of civil war. Rebel 
spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil 
Galactic Empire. During the battle, Rebel 
spies managed to steal secret plans to 
the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death 
Star, an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races.
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Copy 8. Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call 
the Twilight Zone.

In the criminal justice system, the people are repre-
sented by two separate yet equally important groups: the 
police, who investigate crime, and the district attorneys, 
who prosecute the offenders. These are their stories.
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COPY 9. SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. 
These are the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where 
no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that 
which is known to man. It is a dimension 
as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between 
light and shadow, between science and 

superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far 
away: It is a period of civil war. Rebel 
spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil 
Galactic Empire. During the battle, Rebel 
spies managed to steal secret plans to 
the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death 
Star, an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races.
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Night gathers, and now my watch begins. It shall not end 
until my death. I shall take no wife, hold no lands, father no 
children. I shall wear no crowns and win no glory. I shall live 
and die at my post. I am the sword in the darkness. I am the 
watcher on the walls. I am the shield that guards the realms 
of men. I pledge my life and honor to the Night’s Watch, for 
this night and all the nights to come.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

Night gathers, and now my watch begins. It shall not end 
until my death. I shall take no wife, hold no lands, father no 
children. I shall wear no crowns and win no glory. I shall live 
and die at my post. I am the sword in the darkness. I am the 
watcher on the walls. I am the shield that guards the realms 
of men. I pledge my life and honor to the Night’s Watch.

Headline Head Line Head Line
Copy 12. Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call 
the Twilight Zone.

In the criminal justice system, the people are repre-
sented by two separate yet equally important groups: the 
police, who investigate crime, and the district attorneys, 
who prosecute the offenders. These are their stories.

Headline Headline Head 
Headline Head Line
COPY 11. SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races.

Headline Headline Head 
Headline Head Line
COPY 10. SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.
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go where no man has gone before. There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between science and supersti-
tion, and it lies between the pit of man’s fears and the sum-
mit of his knowledge. This is the dimension of imagination. It 
is an area which we call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

Night gathers, and now my watch begins. It shall not end 
until my death. I shall take no wife, hold no lands, father no 
children. I shall wear no crowns and win no glory. I shall live 
and die at my post. I am the sword in the darkness. I am the 
watcher on the walls. I am the shield that guards the realms 
of men. I pledge my life and honor to the Night’s Watch.

Headline Headline Head 
Headline Head Line
COPY 15. SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

Night gathers, and now my watch begins. It shall not end 
until my death. I shall take no wife, hold no lands, father no 
children. I shall wear no crowns and win no glory. I shall live 
and die at my post. I am the sword in the darkness. I am the 
watcher on the walls. I am the shield that guards the realms 
of men. I pledge my life and honor to the Night’s Watch, for 
this night and all the nights to come.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly 

Headline Head Line Head Line
Copy 13. Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call 
the Twilight Zone.

In the criminal justice system, the people are repre-
sented by two separate yet equally important groups: the 
police, who investigate crime, and the district attorneys, 
who prosecute the offenders. These are their stories.

Headline Headline Head 
Headline Head Line
COPY 14. SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races.
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S PACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek 
out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 

where no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This 
is the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we 
call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period 
of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden 
base, have won their first victory against the evil Galactic 
Empire. During the battle, Rebel spies managed to 
steal secret plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, 
the Death Star, an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an entire planet. Pursued 
by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia 
races home aboard her starship, custodian of the 
stolen plans that can save her people and restore 
freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are 
represented by two separate yet equally impor-
tant groups: the police, who investigate crime, 
and the district attorneys, who prosecute the 
offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime 
they didn’t commit. These men promptly 
escaped from a maximum security stock-
ade to the Los Angeles underground. 
Today, still wanted by the government, 
they survive as soldiers of fortune. If 
you have a problem and no one else 
can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Ryan Newsome, Aledo, 2016
Darrion Flowers, Arlington Sam Houston, 2016
Kendall Sheffield, Fort Bend Marshall, 2016
Ronald Jones II, McKinney North, 2016
Jamycal Hasty, Longview, 2016
Jay Bradford, Splendora, 2016
J. W. Ketchum, Houston, 2016
Kris Boyd, Gilmer, 2016
Larry Pryor, Sulphur Springs, 2016
Deionte Thompson, West Orange Stark, 2016
John Lewis, Willis, 2016
Johnny Shaw, West Orange Stark, 2016
Jalen Guyton, Allen, 2016

Aaron Sims, Cameron Yoe, 2016
Herb Mouton, Waxahachie, 2016
Corey Dauphine, Port Arthur Memorial, 2016
Maurice Gordon, Denton Ryan, 2016
Kahlil Haughton, Waco Midway, 2016
Justin Dunning, Whitehouse, 2016
James Locke, Beaumont Central, 2016
Kemah Siverand, Cypress Ridge, 2016
Keke Coutee, Lufkin, 2016
Justin Gamble, Round Rock Stony Point, 2016
Jaelan Austin, South Grand Prairie, 2016
Wilan Antoine, Alief Taylor, 2016
Jordan Stevenson, Dallas, South Oak Cliff, 2016
Devin Smith, Ennis, 2016
D’Jiron Lilly, Killeen, 2016
Xavier Castille, Rockwall, 2016
Jocorie Jones, Port Arthur Memorial,  2016
Andrew Hudson, Cibolo Steele, 2016
Chevis Armstead, DeSoto, 2016
Kieth Batista, Langham Creek, 2016
Patrick Carr, The Woodlands, 2016
Bryson Denley, Cibolo Steele, 2016
Trevin Chambers, DeSoto, 2016
Terrell Cross, Denton Ryan, 2016
Jeff Carr, Temple, 2016
James Cole,  Mission Sharyland, 2016
Reggie Garner, Lancaster, 2016
Gabriel Walker, Lancaster, 2016
Elijah Boyd, Lancaster, 2016

Jaquay Cross, Brenham, 2016
Ernest Patterson, Brenham, 2016
Davon Crookshank, Fort Bend Marshall, 2016
Gerald Mills, Fort Bend Marshall, 2016
Wilbert London, Waco High, 2016
Tristan Moore, San Antonio Brennan, 2016
Derrick Hill, San Antonio Brennan, 2016
Makai Green, San Antonio Brennan, 2016
D’Vondrick McGrew, Crowley, 2016
Desmond Anderson, Crowley, 2016
Norman Grimes, Canyon, 2016
Juwan Washington, Kennedale, 2016
Dejameous Jefferson, Waco La Vega, 2016
Dillon Springfield, Springtown, 2016
Davon Jernigan, Navasota, 2016
Calum Foster, Newton, 2016
Roney Elam, Newton, 2016
Matthew Anderson, Coleman, 2016
Jaquan Hemphill, Coleman, 2016
Kyle Jacobs, McGregor, 2016
Jordon Nelson, Tatum, 2016
Tyrone Johnson, Hamlin, 2016
Demetrius Jackson, New Deal, 2016
Denzil Mims, Daingerfield, 2016
Ian Peterson, Round Rock Cedar Ridge, 2016
Devin Duvernay, Garland Sachse, 2016
Avery Carter, Mansfield Summit, 2016
Kameron Martin, Port Arthur Memorial, 2016
Jaylon Clark, Alto, 2016

Denarius Earl, Tatum, 2016
Ryan Escobar, Slaton, 2016
TyRik Johnson, Cameron Yoe, 2016
Juwon Roberson, Rosebud-Lott, 2016
Quentin Dancer, West, 2016
Devin Smith, Gilmer, 2016
Chase Tate, Gilmer, 2016
Dartez Hamlin, El Paso Burges, 2016
Jordan Atkinson, Amarillo Caprock, 2016
Ashton Williams, Austin Johnson, 2016
Louis Davis, Waco High, 2016
Kenan Ivy, Lancaster, 2016
LaDarren Brown, DeSoto, 2016
Angelo Gordon, Converse Judson, 2016
Isaiah Gibson, Converse Judson, 2016
Khalil Lacy, Richardson, 2016
Phillip Green, Richardson, 2016
Quantae Conners, Port Arthur Memorial, 2016
Vince Castillo, Donna, 2016
Jaylon Jackson, Cedar Hill, 2017
Kaegan Williams, Stephenville, 2017
Baron Browning, Kennedale, 2017
Rayzon Allen, Clarksville, 2017
Hezekiah Jones, Stafford, 2017
Derrion Hill, San Antonio Brennan, 2017
Tyrone Stewart, Waco High, 2017
Shamon Ehiemua, Fort Bend Marshall, 2017
London Dunn, DeSoto, 2017
Montell Parker, Dickinson, 2018
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Built For Speed
adiZero 5-star 3.0

B UILT FOR SPEED, THE  
adizero 5-Star 3.0 Cleat is the 
fastest, lightest, and most 
dynamic shoe in the game –   

enhancing any athlete’s ability to cut, 
sprint and leave their opponent in the 
dust.  adidas engineered sprintweb 
technology creates an internal support 
frame that locks down the foot and 
provides additional stability for quicker 
and more agile cuts. At 6.7 ounces, the 
adizero 5-Star 3.0 sports a sprintframe 
outsole that is the lightest football plate 
on the planet, combined with specifically 
designed sprintstud cleats allowing for 
maxium acceleration and multi-direction-
al traction on on all playing surfaces. 
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S PACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek 
out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 

where no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This 
is the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we 
call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period 
of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden 
base, have won their first victory against the evil Galactic 
Empire. During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal 
secret plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death 
Star, an armored space station with enough power to 
destroy an entire planet. Pursued by the Empire’s sinister 
agents, Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen plans that can save her people 
and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are repre-
sented by two separate yet equally important groups: 
the police, who investigate crime, and the district 
attorneys, who prosecute the offenders. These are 
their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime they 
didn’t commit. These men promptly escaped 
from a maximum security stockade to the Los 
Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. 
If you have a problem and no one else can help, 
and if you can find them, maybe you can hire the 
A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond 
that which is known to man. It is a 
dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and shadow.

adiZero 5-star 3.0

B UILT FOR SPEED, THE  
adizero 5-Star 3.0 Cleat is the 
fastest, lightest, and most 
dynamic shoe in the game –   

enhancing any athlete’s ability to cut, 
sprint and leave their opponent in the 
dust.  adidas engineered sprintweb 
technology creates an internal support 
frame that locks down the foot and 
provides additional stability for quicker 
and more agile cuts. At 6.7 ounces, the 
adizero 5-Star 3.0 sports a sprintframe 
outsole that is the lightest football plate 
on the planet, combined with specifically 
designed sprintstud cleats allowing for 
maxium acceleration and multi-direction-
al traction on on all playing surfaces. 

Ryan Newsome, Aledo, 2016
Darrion Flowers, Arlington Sam Houston, 2016
Kendall Sheffield, Fort Bend Marshall, 2016
Ronald Jones II, McKinney North, 2016
Jamycal Hasty, Longview, 2016
Jay Bradford, Splendora, 2016
J. W. Ketchum, Houston, 2016
Kris Boyd, Gilmer, 2016
Larry Pryor, Sulphur Springs, 2016
Deionte Thompson, West Orange Stark, 2016
John Lewis, Willis, 2016
Johnny Shaw, West Orange Stark, 2016
Jalen Guyton, Allen, 2016
Aaron Sims, Cameron Yoe, 2016
Herb Mouton, Waxahachie, 2016
Corey Dauphine, Port Arthur Memorial, 2016
Maurice Gordon, Denton Ryan, 2016

Kahlil Haughton, Waco Midway, 2016
Justin Dunning, Whitehouse, 2016
James Locke, Beaumont Central, 2016
Kemah Siverand, Cypress Ridge, 2016
Keke Coutee, Lufkin, 2016
Justin Gamble, Round Rock Stony Point, 2016
Jaelan Austin, South Grand Prairie, 2016
Wilan Antoine, Alief Taylor, 2016
Jordan Stevenson, Dallas, South Oak Cliff, 2016
Devin Smith, Ennis, 2016
D’Jiron Lilly, Killeen, 2016
Xavier Castille, Rockwall, 2016
Jocorie Jones, Port Arthur Memorial,  2016
Andrew Hudson, Cibolo Steele, 2016
Chevis Armstead, DeSoto, 2016
Kieth Batista, Langham Creek, 2016
Patrick Carr, The Woodlands, 2016

Bryson Denley, Cibolo Steele, 2016
Trevin Chambers, DeSoto, 2016
Terrell Cross, Denton Ryan, 2016
Jeff Carr, Temple, 2016
James Cole,  Mission Sharyland, 2016
Reggie Garner, Lancaster, 2016
Gabriel Walker, Lancaster, 2016
Elijah Boyd, Lancaster, 2016
Jaquay Cross, Brenham, 2016
Ernest Patterson, Brenham, 2016
Davon Crookshank, Fort Bend Marshall, 2016
Gerald Mills, Fort Bend Marshall, 2016
Wilbert London, Waco High, 2016
Tristan Moore, San Antonio Brennan, 2016
Derrick Hill, San Antonio Brennan, 2016
Makai Green, San Antonio Brennan, 2016
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Fastest High School  
Football Player in Florida

RYAN NEWSOME, Aledo, 2016

DARRION FLOWERS, Arlington Sam Houston, 2016

KENDALL SHEFFIELD, Fort Bend Marshall, 2016

RONALD JONES II, McKinney North, 2016

JAMYCAL HASTY, Longview, 2016

JAY BRADFORD, Splendora, 2016

J. W. KETCHUM, Houston, 2016

KRIS BOYD, Gilmer, 2016

LARRY PRYOR, Sulphur Springs, 2016

DEIONTE THOMPSON, West Orange Stark, 2016

JOHN LEWIS, Willis, 2016

JOHNNY SHAW, West Orange Stark, 2016

JALEN GUYTON, Allen, 2016

AARON SIMS, Cameron Yoe, 2016

HERB MOUTON, Waxahachie, 2016

COREY DAUPHINE, Port Arthur Memorial, 2016

MAURICE GORDON, Denton Ryan, 2016

KAHLIL HAUGHTON, Waco Midway, 2016

JUSTIN DUNNING, Whitehouse, 2016

JAMES LOCKE, Beaumont Central, 2016

KEMAH SIVERAND, Cypress Ridge, 2016

KEKE COUTEE, Lufkin, 2016

JUSTIN GAMBLE, Round Rock Stony Point, 2016

JAELAN AUSTIN, South Grand Prairie, 2016

WILAN ANTOINE, Alief Taylor, 2016

JORDAN STEVENSON, Dallas, South Oak Cliff, 2016

DEVIN SMITH, Ennis, 2016

D’JIRON LILLY, Killeen, 2016

XAVIER CASTILLE, Rockwall, 2016

JOCORIE JONES, Port Arthur Memorial,  2016

ANDREW HUDSON, Cibolo Steele, 2016

CHEVIS ARMSTEAD, DeSoto, 2016

KIETH BATISTA, Langham Creek, 2016

PATRICK CARR, The Woodlands, 2016

BRYSON DENLEY, Cibolo Steele, 2016

TREVIN CHAMBERS, DeSoto, 2016

TERRELL CROSS, Denton Ryan, 2016

JEFF CARR, Temple, 2016

JAMES COLE,  Mission Sharyland, 2016

REGGIE GARNER, Lancaster, 2016

GABRIEL WALKER, Lancaster, 2016

ELIJAH BOYD, Lancaster, 2016

JAQUAY CROSS, Brenham, 2016

ERNEST PATTERSON, Brenham, 2016

DAVON CROOKSHANK, Fort Bend Marshall, 2016

GERALD MILLS, Fort Bend Marshall, 2016

WILBERT LONDON, Waco High, 2016

TRISTAN MOORE, San Antonio Brennan, 2016

DERRICK HILL, San Antonio Brennan, 2016

MAKAI GREEN, San Antonio Brennan, 2016

Fast 50
FAST 50 PRESENTED BY ADVIL RAPID RELEASE FORMULA

The Fastest  
High School Football 
Players in Florida

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE VOYAGES OF THE STARSHIP 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to man. It is a dimen-
sion as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground between light 
and shadow, between science and superstition, and it lies between the pit of man’s fears 
and the summit of his knowledge. This is the dimension of imagination. It is an area 
which we call the Twilight Zone. A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period 
of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, have won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic Empire. During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret 
plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an entire planet. Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

Alex Gordon
TAMPA CENTRAL, 2017
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As a young kid in Miami, Bowe was 
not as involved in sports as one might 
think. Bowe didn’t compete in organized 
sports prior to his junior year at Miami 
Norland High School. He then decided to 
go out for the football team and that led 
him to LSU where he helped the Tigers 
win the 2003 national championship. 
Bowe became one of the leaders and 
best players on the team. In 2007, he 
was selected by the Kansas City Chiefs 
in the first round of the NFL Draft.

Dwayne Bowe
MIAMI NORLAND 
LOUISIANA STATE 
UNIVERSITY
KANSAS CITY 
CHIEFS

Johnson attended Miami 
Senior where he was prospected 
as one of the best players in the 
country. He then stayed local at 
the University of Miami, where he 
was able to lead the Hurricanes 
to their fifth national champion-
ship. In that 2002 game, Johnson 
caught two touchdowns and 
totaled 199 yards, earning co-
MVP honors. The wide receiver 
for the Texans was drafted as the 
third overall pick in the 2003 NFL 
Draft. He has since become a 
seven-time Pro Bowl participant.

Andre 
Johnson

MIAMI  
SENIOR HIGH 

UNIVERSITY OF 
MIAMI

HOUSTON 
TEXANS

Coming out of high school, 
Gore was the fifth-ranked 
player in the country according 
to Rivals.com. In 2001, he was 
on a national championship team 
at “The U.” That season he added 
820 yards behind starter Clinton 
Portis. After getting injured in 
2002, Gore came back to have 
solid junior and senior seasons 
for the Hurricanes. The next 
year, Gore was selected in the 
third round by the San Francisco 
49ers. He has set records as the 
49ers’ all-time leader in rushing 
yards and touchdowns.

Frank Gore
CORAL GABLES 
UNIVERSITY OF 

MIAMI
SAN 

FRANCISCO 
49ERS

Walsh, the Vikings’ kicker, 
has been regarded as one of the 
best kickers in the nation since 
his days at Cardinal Gibbons. He 
was named to USA Today’s First 
Team as a senior in high school 
and was rated as a top-10 kicker 
in his class. Walsh then attended 
Georgia where he starred and hit 
a field goal from 56 yards against 
Coastal Carolina. Walsh was 
selected by the Minnesota Vikings 
in the sixth round of the 2012 NFL 
Draft. He earned a trip to the Pro 
Bowl during his rookie season.

Blair 
Walsh

CARDINAL 
GIBBONS 

UNIVERSITY 
OF GEORGIA
MINNESOTA 

VIKINGS
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Marshall flashed his athleti-
cism at an early age, prompt-
ing his high school coach to 
play him both ways. Marshall 
also played basketball and ran 
track, and as a senior he won 
the 3A state championship 
in the triple jump. He then 
attended UCF and again played 
on both offense and defense 
(playing safety during his junior 
year). Marshall was selected 
in the fourth round of the 2006 
NFL Draft and has earned trips 
to the Pro Bowl five times in his 
eight-year career.

Brandon 
Marshall

LAKE 
HOWELL 

UCF
CHICAGO 

BEARS

Pierre-Paul attended College of 
the Canyons and Fort Scott Com-
munity College after high school. 
But after a successful first 
season tallying 70 tackles, 10.5 
sacks and three forced fumbles 
with Fort Scott, he transferred to 
South Florida. In his senior year 
for the Bulls, Pierre-Paul was 
named a first-team All-American, 
leading to his selection by the 
New York Giants with the 15th 
pick in the 2011 NFL Draft. As a 
rookie, Pierre-Paul was critical 
in the Giants’ Super Bowl victory. 
He was named to the Pro Bowl 
twice during his first three 

Jason 
Pierre-Paul

DEERFIELD 
BEACH

UNIVERSITY OF 
SOUTH FLORIDA

NEW YORK 
GIANTS

As a senior at Miami Springs, Hilton 
starred on the football field and the 
basketball court. He was named first-
team All-Dade in both basketball and 
football. His burst of speed became 
a staple of his game in both sports. 
His ability to run led him to Florida 
International where he led the Sun 
Belt Conference in receptions and 
kick returns for touchdowns. In 2013, 
the Indianapolis Colts selected Hilton 
in the third round of the NFL Draft. He 
has since been a fantastic addition to 
Andrew Luck’s receiving corps.

T.Y. Hilton
MIAMI SPRINGS 
FLORIDA 
INTERNATIONAL 
UNIVERSITY
INDIANAPOLIS 
COLTS

Blount knew he wanted to be an 
NFL running back while attending 
Taylor County High School, but 
suffered a setback when he was 
rated as a two-star recruit by 
Rivals.com. He struggled to pick up 
offers so he attended East Missis-
sippi Community College. In his 
two seasons there, he ran for 2,292 
yards and 18 touchdowns, earning 
him an offer from Oregon coach 
Chip Kelly to play for the Ducks. 
Blount ignited a postgame incident 
against Boise State that limited his 
time at Oregon and played a factor 
in him going undrafted in 2010. He 
was then picked up by the Titans. 
After bouncing from Tampa Bay 
to New England, Blount is now in 
Pittsburgh.

LeGarrette 
Blount
TAYLOR 
COUNTY 
UNIVERSITY OF 
OREGON 
PITTSBURGH 
STEELERS

Beason was a three-sport athlete at 
Chaminade-Madonna, including spots on 
the track and basketball teams. He made 75 
tackles in his senior season but also ran at 
fullback and was able to score 12 TDs and 
accumulate 812 yards on the ground. At 
Miami, Beason began his career at fullback 
but switched to linebacker on his way to 
being drafted 25th overall in the 2007 NFL 
Draft by the Panthers. He has been selected 
All-Pro twice, but has dealt with ACL injuries 
over the last few years.

Jon Beason
CHAMINADE-

MADONNA PREP 
UNIVERSITY OF 

MIAMI
CAROLINA 
PANTHERS

Morris was a two-sport athlete at 
Pine Forest High School in Pen-
sacola. He played both basketball 
and football, and the latter led him 
to a scholarship at Florida Atlantic 
University. During his sophomore 
season, Morris ran for 1,392 yards 
and tallied 11 touchdowns. He 
followed that up the next year 
with 928 yards and seven TDs. In 
2012, Morris was selected by the 
Redskins in the sixth round on the 
NFL draft. As a rookie, he rushed 
for an all-time Redskins record of 
1,613 yards, earning him a spot in 
the Pro Bowl.

Alfred 
Morris
PINE FOREST 
FLORIDA 
ATLANTIC 
UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON 
REDSKINS
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ACC
BOSTON COLLEGE: Nat Dixon, WR, 

Mosley; Gabe McClary, WR, Winter Park
CLEMSON: Artavis Scott, WR, East Lake; 

Richard Yeargin, LB, University School
DUKE: Edgar Cerenord, DT, Plantation 

American Heritage; Trevon Lee, WR, Cardinal 
Gibbons; Nicodem Pierre, QB, Coral Reef; Chris 
Taylor, WR, University School

FLORIDA STATE: Demarcus Christmas, 
DT, Manatee; Dalvin Cook, RB, Miami Central; 
Kain Daub, LB, Sandalwood; Stephen Gabbard, 
LS, Godby; Ja’Von Harrison, WR, Kathleen; Fred-
rick Jones, DT, Miami Central; Ermon Lane, 
WR, Homestead; Corey Martinez, OG, Tampa 
Catholic; Trey Marshall, S, Columbia; Jacob 
Pugh, LB, Godby; Delvin Purifoy, LB, Pensacola 
Catholic; Travis Rudolph, WR, Cardinal New-
man; Adam Torres, DT, Lake Mary; Johnathan 
Vickers, RB, North Florida Christian; Derrick 
Kelly, OT, East Gadsden

GEORGIA TECH: Gary Brown, OG, Alonso; 
Stepheny Durham, CB, Atlantic Coast; Terrell 
Lewis, LB, Ocoee; Antonio Simmons, DE, 
University Christian; Jake Stickler, OT, Manatee

LOUISVILLE: Javonte Bagley, WR, Vero 
Beach; De’Eric Culver, CB, Godby; Michael 
Johnson, S, Champagnat Catholic; Sharieff 
Rhaheed, LB, Fort Pierce Central; Trumaine 
Washington, CB, Miami Killian

MIAMI: Tyre Brady, WR, South Dade; Trevor 
Darling, OT, Miami Central; Marques Gayou, 
WR, Park Vista; Trayon Gray, WR, Carol City; 
Trent Harris, DE, Winter Park; Demetrius 
Jackson, DE, Booker T. Washington; Darrell 
Langham, WR, Santaluces; Nick Linder, C, 
St. Thomas Aquinas; Ryan Mayes, S, Miami 
Northwestern; Terry McCray, LB, Blanche Ely; 
K.C. McDermott, OT, Palm Beach Central; An-
thony Moten, DT, St. Thomas Aquinas; Darrion 
Owens, LB, Oakleaf; Michael Smith, LB, Miami 
Northwestern; Chad Thomas, DE, Booker T. 
Washington; Joseph Yearby, RB, Miami Central

NORTH CAROLINA: Josh Allen, OG, 
University Christian; Tajze Battle, WR, Dunbar

N.C. STATE: Shawn Boone, S, Dwyer; Stephen 
Louis, WR, Palm Beach Lakes

PITTSBURGH: James Folston, LB, Cocoa
SYRACUSE: Antwan Cordy, CB, South Dade; 

Juwan Dowels, CB, Plantation American Heri-
tage; Alin Edouard, QB, Hialeah; Adly Enoicy, 
TE, Delray Atlantic; Cordell Hudson, CB, Largo; 
Steve Ishmael, WR, North Miami Beach

VIRGINIA: Caanan Brown, LB, Clearwater 

Central Catholic
VIRGINIA TECH: Kevin Bronson, DE, Vil-

lage Academy; Kendrick Holland, WR, Winter 
Haven

WAKE FOREST: Rashawn Shaw, DE, Fort 
Pierce Central; A’lique Terry, C, Hialeah; 
Jaboree’ Williams, LB, Fort Lauderdale; John 
Wolford, QB, Bishop Kenny

AMERICAN
CINCINNATI: Michael Boone, CB, Baker 

County; Christopher Ferguson, DT, Lake Nona; 
Carter Jacobs, S, Plantation American Heritage; 
Franklin Lababy, RB, Champagnat Catholic; 
David Pierce, CB, Dr. Phillips; Alex Thomas, 
WR, Chaminade-Madonna; Joel Thompson, DT, 
McArthur; Davon Witherspoon, S, McArthur

CONNECTICUT: Ryan Crozier, OT, St. 
Thomas Aquinas; Ron Johnson, RB, Palmetto 
Ridge; Dan Oak, C, Fort Myers

EAST CAROLINA: Joe Carter, LB, Ponte 
Vedra; Erik Lenzen, OT, Cardinal Gibbons; Gar-
rett McGhin, OT, Florida High; Blake Norwood, 
S, Pensacola; Markel Winters, DE, Rickards

MEMPHIS: Brujoun Bonner, S, Lakewood; 
Roderick Proctor, WR, Dr. Phillips

SMU: Kadeem Goulbourne, WR, Cypress 
Bay; William Jeanlys, WR, Pope John Paul II

SOUTH FLORIDA: Devin Abraham, CB, 
East Lake; Jimmy Bayes, LB, Immokalee; 
Josh Black, LB, Sickles; Rohan Blackwood, 
DE, Nature Coast Tech; Ryeshene Bronson, 
WR, Dunbar; Juwuan Brown, LB, Jefferson; 
Jamie Byrd, CB, Pasco/Iowa Western; Stanley 
Clerveaux, WR, North Miami; Elkanah Dillon, 
TE, Vanguard; Quinton Flowers, WR, Miami 
Jackson; Tajee Fullwood, CB, Tampa Bay Tech; 
Michael Galati, OG, Manatee; Zach Hudson, OT, 
Sickles; Vincent Jackson, LB, Jesuit; D’Ernest 
Johnson, RB, Immokalee; Benjamin Knox, OT, 
Deland; Marlon Mack, RB, Booker; Eric Mayes, 
DE, Booker/Milford Academy; Tyre McCants, 
WR, Niceville; Nick Nataro, TE, Estero; Kendall 
Sawyer, CB, East Lee County; Michael Smith, 
OG, Miami Central; Mazzi Wilkins, CB, Plant

TEMPLE: Freddie Booth-Lloyd, DT, Cocoa; 
Ventell Bryant, WR, Jefferson; Jyquis Thomas, S, 
Plant City; Brodrick Yancy, WR, Manatee

TULANE: Raul Diaz, C, Miami Central; 
Andrew DiRocco, KS, University School; Braynon 
Edwards, DT, Gulliver Prep; Derrick Ingram, 
WR, Jefferson

UCF: Chris Davis, WR, Oviedo; Jordan 
Franks, WR, Wakulla; Kyle Gibson, S, Arm-
wood; C.J. Jones, RB, Port Orange Atlantic; 

Luke Palmer, OG, Hardee; Trequan Smith, WR, 
Village Academy

BIG TEN
INDIANA: Delroy Baker, OT, West Port; Will 

Dawkins, WR, Vero Beach; Tony Fields, CB, 
Godby; Greg Gooch, LB, Lyman

ILLINOIS: Tre Watson, LB, Tampa Catholic
MICHIGAN: Mason Cole, OT, East Lake; 

Brady Pallante, DT, Barron Collier
MICHIGAN STATE: T.J. Harrell, S, 

Tampa Catholic; Madre London, RB, St. Thomas 
Aquinas

NEBRASKA: Zack Darlington, QB, Apopka; 
Chris Jones, RB, Port Orange Atlantic; Sedrick 
King, DE, Plant City

OHIO STATE: Johnnie Dixon, WR, Dwyer
PENN STATE: Michael O’Connor, QB, IMG 

Academy; Amani Oruwariye, CB, Gaither
PURDUE: Juan Jenkins, LB, Gainesville; 

Keiwan Jones, DT, Dunnellon
RUTGERS: Marcus Applefield, OT, Weeki 

Wachee; Darian Dailey, CB, Manatee; Josh 
Hicks, RB, Palmetto; Jaconb Kraut, FB, Fletcher; 
Kam Lott, CB, First Coast; Brandon Russell, LB, 
University School; Isaiah Wharton, CB, Gateway

WISCONSIN: D’Cota Dixon, S, New Smyrna 
Beach; D.J. Gillins, QB, Jean Ribault; Austin 
Hudson, S, Plant; Natrell Jamerson, WR, Van-
guard; George Rushing, WR, Cardinal Gibbons; 
Derrick Tindal, CB, Boyd Anderson

BIG XII
IOWA STATE: Willie Harvey, LB, Menendez; 

Mike Johnson, CB, Countryside; Reggan 
Northrup, S, First Coast

KANSAS: Matthew Boateng, CB, IMG 
Academy

TEXAS: Andrew Beck, LB, Plant; Chris 
Nelson, DT, Victory Christian

TEXAS TECH: Nigel Bethel, CB, Booker T. 
Washington

WEST VIRGINIA: Yodny Cajuste, OT, Mi-
ramar; Jacob McCrary, WR, Carol Reef; Tyree 
Owens, DE, Oviedo; Lamar Parker, WR, Booker 
T. Washington; Xavier Preston, LB, Jensen Beach

CONFERENCE USA
FLORIDA ATLANTIC: Henry Bussey, RB, 

Hialeah; Derius Davis, S, Alonso; Jason Driskel, 
QB, Hagerty; Joe Gold, C, South Fort Myers; 
Marquese Dudley-Gordon, S, Cypress Bay; 
Kris Harris, LB, Godby; Byers Hickmon, OT, 
Gainesville; Greg Howell, RB, Coral Gables; 
Jerry Jones, WR, Glades Central; Josh Kendall, 
DT, Lehigh; D’Ronzjian Mathews, LB, South Fort 
Myers; Nicholas Richardson, LB, Miami Carol 

2014 FLORIDA HIGH SCHOOL 
COMMITMENTS
Kain Daub (No. 3), Sandalwood; Sony Michel (No. 1), American Heritage-Plantation

Recruiting Roundup
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City; Trevaughn Rodriguez, RB, Seabreeze; 
Devin Santana, DE, Sickles; Landon Scheer, KS, 
The First Academy; Pierre Siffo, OT, Taravella; 
Hunter Snyder, DE, East Lake; Matt Solt, LB, 
Gainesville; Andrew Soroh, S, American; Jake 
Stoshak, S, University Christian; Nate Terry, 
WR, South Dade; Jefferson Vea, CB, Mount 
Dora; Raekwon Williams, CB, First Coast; Jacob 
Wilson, TE, Chipley

FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL: Kai Absheer, 
OT, St. Thomas Aquinas; John Broome, DE, Plant 
City; Mark Bruno, CB, Flanagan; Josh Deuyour, 
OT, Hollywood Hills; Alex Gardner, RB, Raines; 
Niko Gonzalez, WR, Hialeah; Jarviel Hart, WR, 
Frostproof; Raheem Harvey, WR, Largo; Jordan 
Ingraham, OG, Booker T. Washington; Tyree 
Johnson, CB, Miami Carol City; Breht Joly, OG, 
Hagerty; Chett Levay, WR, Sickles; Bud Martin, 
QB, Dillard; Napoleon Maxwell, S, Admiral 
Farragut; Alex McGough, QB, Gaither; Luke 
Medlock, QB, Fletcher; Chris Miller, OT, First 
Academy; Thomas Owens, S, Delray Atlantic; 
Fred Russ, LB, Tampa Bay Tech; Jermaine 
Sheriff, LB, Hialeah; Justin Sibole, DT, Planta-
tion American Heritage; Shemarke Spence, S, 
Miami Northwestern; Bobby Stinson, CB, Miami 
Springs; Dennis Turner, CB, Dillard; DaQuane 
Wilkie, OT, Oak Ridge; Anthony Wint, LB, 
Homestead

MARSHALL: Freddie Binot, OG, Lake 
Gibson; Kendall Gant, S, Lake Gibson; Maurice 
Hall, S, Gibbs; Francisco Hernandez, LB, Largo; 
Tomell One, DT, Bayside; Caleb Rimes, OG, 
Labelle

MIDDLE TENNESSEE: Max Linder, 
TE, Trinity Catholic; Darryl Randolph, CB, 
Pensacola

UAB: Daylan Abrams, WR, West Florida Tech; 
Rakeem Batttle, CB, Columbia; Brandon Burke, 
DT, Ed White; Deontae Crumitie, OG, Columbia; 
Kenny Dinkins, WR, Bradford; Drew Eckels, QB, 
Warner Christian; Aeron McNeal, RB, Deerfield 
Beach; Tusun Young, WR, Rickards

WESTERN KENTUCKY: R.J. Scaife, OT, 
Pasco

INDEPENDENT
ARMY: Sam Johnson, LB, Riverview High
IDAHO: Dorian Clark, CB, Baldwin; Aaron 

Duckworth, RB, Oakleaf
NAVY: Trayvon Clarke, WR, Ida Baker; 

Conner Dorris, DT, Clearwater Central Catholic; 
Tyler Sayles, DE, Deerfield Beach; George 
Schultz, CB, Coral Reef

NEW MEXICO STATE: Nick Jeanty, QB, 
Miramar

NOTRE DAME: Corey Holmes, WR, St. 
Thomas Aquinas

MID AMERICAN
AKRON: Kyron Brown, CB, Boynton Beach; 

Undrea Bullard, DE, Gibbs; Jason Williams, CB, 
Champagnat Catholic; Bernard Willingham, 
CB, Glades Central

BALL STATE: Roy Denson, CB, Ida Baker; 
Jeremiah Jackson, LB, Hernando; Winfred Ward, 
QB, East Lee County; Jalen Wyatt, WR, Treasure 
Coast

BOWLING GREEN: Clint Stephens, WR, 
Dwyer

BUFFALO: Matthew Murphy, OT, IMG 
Academy

EASTERN MICHIGAN: David Francis, S, 
Hialeah

KENT STATE: James Alexander, LB, Miami 
Jackson; Zaquon Tyson, WR, Miami Norland

MIAMI, OHIO: Deion Cineus, DT, Miami 
Beach; Alonzo Smith, RB, Dwyer; Kellen Snider, 
LB, Fort White; Kenny Young, RB, Godby

NORTHERN ILLINOIS: Christian Blake, 
WR, Cardinal Gibbons; Deion Hallmon, CB, 
Cypress Bay; Kenneth Rawls, WR, Blanche Ely; 
Ezra Saffold, WR, Dwyer; David Senior, WR, 
Boyd Anderson; Albert Smalls, CB, Everglades

TOLEDO: Dedric Brinson, WR, Lake Wales; 
Andrew Davis, WR, Lakewood; Anthony Davis, 
LB, Chamberlain; Davi’on Riley, TE, Lake 
Wales; Bernard Rogers, CB, Plant

UMASS: Ezekiel Edmonds, OLB, Royal Palm 
Beach

WESTERN MICHIGAN: Javonte Seabury, 
RB, Timber Creek; Alon Sims, WR, Royal Palm 
Beach

MOUNTAIN WEST
AIR FORCE: Dillon Browne, OG, Freedom; 

Boadie Matts, LB, Sandalwood
BOISE STATE: Dereck Boles, DT, Lakeland; 

Alex Ogle, QB, Jensen Beach
COLORADO STATE: Deionte Gaines, S, Dr. 

Phillips; Nicholar Richardson, LB, St. Thomas 
Aquinas

HAWAII: Marquis Fairchild, DE, Chami-
nade-Madonna; Darrian Josey, WR, Boynton 
Beach

UTAH STATE: LaJuan Hunt, RB, University 
School; Marcus Mosely, TE, Alonso; Aaron 
Wade, S, Newsome

WYOMING: Chavez Pownell, WR, Jefferson; 
Robert Priester, WR, Robinson; Nick Smith, QB, 
Merritt Island

PAC 12
ARIZONA: Levi Walton, OT, North Fort 

Myers
OREGON: Tony James, RB, Gainesville; 

Charles Nelson, RB, Seabreeze
STANFORD: Jesse Burkett, OG, Bartram 

Trail; Reilly Gibbons, OT, St. Pete Catholic
USC: Lamont Simmons, CB, Raines
UTAH: Andre Godfrey, S, Miramar; D.J. Law, 

RB, Haines City; Monte Seabrook, S, Newberry; 
Tavaris Williams, CB, Fort White; Kenric Young, 
WR, Gainesville

WASHINGTON STATE: Peyton Bender, QB, 
Cardinal Gibbons; Keith Harrington, RB, St. Pete 
Northeast

SEC
ALABAMA: Montel McBride, OG, Plant City; 

Bo Scarbrough, RB, IMG Academy
ARKANSAS: Anthony Brown, DE, Killian; 

Kendrick Edwards, WR, Miami Norland; Corne-
lius Floyd, CB, Gulliver Prep; Randy Ramsey, S, 
Dillard; JoJo Robinson, CB, Miami Northwestern

AUBURN:  Raashed Kennion, DE, First 
Coast; Sean White, QB, University School

FLORIDA: Khairi Clark, DT, Chaminade-
Madonna; Duke Dawson, CB, Dixie County; 
Travaris Dorsey, OG, Raines; Kavaris Harkless, 
OT, Jax Trinity Christian; Treon Harris, QB, 
Booker T. Washington; J.C. Jackson, CB, Im-
mokalee; Deiondre Porter, S, Jefferson; Brandon 
Powell, RB, Deerfield Beach; Justus Reed, DE, 
Clearwater Central Catholic; David Sharpe, OT, 

Providence; Ryan Sousa, WR, Lake Nona; Moral 
Stephens, TE, Taylor County; Quincy Wilson, S, 
University School; C.J. Worton, WR, South Dade

GEORGIA: Keyon Brown, DE, Hardee; 
Gilbert Johnson, WR, Homestead; Shaquille 
Jones, CB, Merritt Island; Isaiah McKenzie, RB, 
Plantation American Heritage; Sony Michel, RB, 
Plantation American Heritage; Isaiah Wynn, 
OG, Lakewood

KENTUCKY: Nico Firios, LB, Lyman; Garrett 
Johnson, WR, West Orange;  Kendall Randolph, 
CB, Lincoln; Denzel Ware, DE, Crestview

LSU: John Battle, S, Hallandale; Travonte 
Valentine, DT, Champagnat Catholic

MISSISSIPPI STATE: Ravian Pierce, TE, 
Plantation

MISSOURI: Desean Blair, WR, Sandalwood; 
Lawrence Lee, WR, West Florida Tech; Rocel 
McWilliams, West Florida Tech; Trevon Walters, 
RB, Manatee; Spencer Williams, DE, First Coast; 
Ish Witter, RB, Alonso; Marvin Zanders, QB, 
Raines

SOUTH CAROLINA: Al Harris, CB, St. 
Thomas Aquinas; Chris Lammons, CB, Planta-
tion; Blake McClain, DE, Sandalwood; Michael 
Scarnecchia, QB, Fleming Island

TENNESSEE: Dillon Bates, LB, Ponte Vedra; 
Jakob Johnson, LB, Ribault; Ray Raulerson, OT, 
Plant

VANDERBILT: Wade Freebeck, QB, St. 
Thomas Aquinas

SUN BELT
APPALACHIAN STATE: J.P. Caruso, QB, 

Palm Beach Gardens; The’ron Fuller, S, South 
Fort Myers; Deltron Hopkins, WR, Booker T. 
Washington

ARKANSAS STATE: Charles Gaskin, CB, 
Godby

GEORGIA SOUTHERN: Tommy Boynton, 
OG, Mandarin; Ian Bush, DT, Charlotte; Chris 
De La Rosa, LB, Altamonte Springs

LA-LAFAYETTE: Adrian Carmack, C, Pine 
Forest; Nick Dugger, OG, Gulf Breeze

SOUTH ALABAMA: Dallas Davis, QB, 
Rutherford; Corbin Finlayson, OG, Palm Beach 
Gardens; Keith McNeil, TE, Bay; Darian Mills, 
S, Winter Haven; Jeremy Reaves, CB, Pensacola 
Catholic; Carson Sharp, LS, Gulf Breeze; Corliss 
Waitman, P, Milton

TEXAS-SAN ANTONIO: Stanley Dye, S, 
Ridgeview; Justin Todd, LB, Oakleaf

TEXAS STATE: Kian Schoenborn, OG, 
Bolles; Gabe Schrade, TE, Deland

TROY: Andre Flakes, S, Milton
LOWER DIVISIONS
ALABAMA STATE: Charlie Kelly, RB, 

Rickards
COLGATE: Grant Siegel, OT, Gulliver Prep
FLORIDA A&M: Jeff Hall, OG, Mosley; Jean 

Joseph, DT, Bayside; Ryan Rogers, RB, Mosley
FURMAN: Connor Jackson, DT, Florida High
HOWARD: Carlin Clark, DE, Miami Central
ILLINOIS STATE: C.J. Jennings, CB, Evans
LEHIGH: Brad Smith, DE, Jesuit
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY STATE: Javon 

O’Neal, WR, Godby 
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Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise.
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE VOYAGES OF 
the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, 
to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to man. It is a 
dimension as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and shadow, between science and superstition, 
and it lies between the pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowl-
edge. This is the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of civil war. 
Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, have won their first 
victory against the evil Galactic Empire. During the battle, Rebel spies 
managed to steal secret plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the 
Death Star, an armored space station with enough power to destroy an 
entire planet. Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia 
races home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that can 
save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented by two 
separate yet equally important groups: the police, who investigate crime, 
and the district attorneys, who prosecute the offenders.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison by a military 
court for a crime they didn’t commit. These men promptly escaped from 
a maximum security stockade to the Los Angeles underground. Today, 
still wanted by the government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If 
you have a problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. These are the 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly 
go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to man. It is a 
dimension as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and shadow, between science and superstition, 
and it lies between the pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowl-
edge. This is the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise.
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voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 

no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. These 
are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mis-
sion: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.
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Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise.
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 

no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.
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new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 

no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. These 
are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mis-
sion: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 

no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 

no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.
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A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic 
Empire. During the battle, 
Rebel spies managed to 
steal secret plans to the 
Empire’s ultimate weapon, 
the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough 
power to destroy an entire 
planet. Pursued by the 
Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home 
aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that can 
save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 

civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, have 
won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. During 

the battle, Rebel spies managed to 
steal secret plans to the Empire’s 
ultimate weapon, the Death Star, 
an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an entire 
planet. Pursued by the Empire’s 
sinister agents, Princess Leia 
races home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore 
freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, 
the people are represented by two separate yet equally 
important groups: the police, who investigate crime, and the 
district attorneys, who prosecute the offenders. These are 
their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire.

Space, the final frontier. These 
are the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, 
to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where 
no man has gone before.



to the galaxy.
In the criminal justice 

system, the people are 
represented by two sepa-
rate yet equally important 
groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the 
district attorneys, who 
prosecute the offenders. 
These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack 
commando unit was sent to 
prison by a military court for 
a crime they didn’t com-
mit. These men promptly 
escaped from a maximum 
security stockade to the 
Los Angeles underground. 
Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive 
as soldiers of fortune. If you 
have a problem and no one 
else can help, and if you 
can find them, maybe you 
can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone 
before.
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OF THE STARSHIP 
ENTERPRISE.

ITS FIVE-YEAR MISSION: 
to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has 
gone before.

There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known 
to man. It is a dimension 
as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between 
light and shadow, between 
science and superstition, 
and it lies between the pit 
of man’s fears and the sum-
mit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagina-
tion. It is an area which we 
call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a 
galaxy far, far away: It is a 
period of civil war. Rebel 
spaceships, striking from a 
hidden base, have won their 
first victory against the evil 

Galactic Empire. During the 
battle, Rebel spies man-
aged to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate 
weapon, the Death Star, an 
armored space station with 
enough power to destroy 
an entire planet. Pursued 
by the Empire’s sinister 
agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen 
plans that can save her 
people and restore freedom 
to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice 
system, the people are 
represented by two sepa-
rate yet equally important 
groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the 
district attorneys, who 
prosecute the offenders. 
These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack 
commando unit was sent to 
prison by a military court for 
a crime they didn’t com-
mit. These men promptly 
escaped from a maximum 
security stockade to the 
Los Angeles underground. 
Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive 
as soldiers of fortune. If you 
have a problem and no one 
else can help, and if you 
can find them, maybe you 
can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone 
before.
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SPACE THE FINAL 
FRONTIER: THESE 
ARE THE VOYAGES 
OF THE STARSHIP 
ENTERPRISE.

ITS FIVE-YEAR MISSION: 
to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has 
gone before.

There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known 
to man. It is a dimension 
as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between 

light and shadow, between 
science and superstition, 
and it lies between the pit 
of man’s fears and the sum-
mit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagina-
tion. It is an area which we 
call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a 
galaxy far, far away: It is a 
period of civil war. Rebel 
spaceships, striking from a 
hidden base, have won their 
first victory against the evil 
Galactic Empire. During the 
battle, Rebel spies man-
aged to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate 
weapon, the Death Star, an 
armored space station with 
enough power to destroy 
an entire planet. Pursued 
by the Empire’s sinister 
agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen 
plans that can save her 
people and restore freedom 
to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice 
system, the people are 
represented by two sepa-
rate yet equally important 
groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the 
district attorneys, who 
prosecute the offenders. 
These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack 
commando unit was sent to 
prison by a military court for 
a crime they didn’t com-
mit. These men promptly 
escaped from a maximum 
security stockade to the 
Los Angeles underground. 
Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive 
as soldiers of fortune. If you 
have a problem and no one 
else can help, and if you 
can find them, maybe you 
can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone 
before.
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SCHOOLNAME 
TEAMNAME

SPACE THE FINAL 
FRONTIER: THESE 
ARE THE VOYAGES 
OF THE STARSHIP 
ENTERPRISE.

ITS FIVE-YEAR MISSION: 
to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has 
gone before.

There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known 
to man. It is a dimension 
as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between 
light and shadow, between 
science and superstition, 
and it lies between the pit 
of man’s fears and the sum-
mit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagina-
tion. It is an area which we 
call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a 
galaxy far, far away: It is a 
period of civil war. Rebel 
spaceships, striking from a 
hidden base, have won their 
first victory against the evil 
Galactic Empire. During the 
battle, Rebel spies man-
aged to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate 
weapon, the Death Star, an 
armored space station with 
enough power to destroy 
an entire planet. Pursued 
by the Empire’s sinister 
agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen 
plans that can save her 
people and restore freedom 
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10 Burning Questions

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise.

1THERE IS A FIFTH DIMENSION BEYOND THAT 
WHICH IS KNOWN TO MAN.

It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This 
is the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call 
the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret 
plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, 
an armored space station with enough power to destroy 
an entire planet. Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, custodian 
of the stolen plans that can save her people and restore 
freedom to the galaxy.

2IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM, THE PEOPLE 
ARE REPRESENTED BY TWO SEPARATE YET 

EQUALLY IMPORTANT GROUPS.
The police, who investigate crime, and the district attor-

neys, who prosecute the offenders. These are their stories.
Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 

by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly.

3THERE IS A FIFTH DIMENSION BEYOND THAT 
WHICH IS KNOWN TO MAN.

It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

4A LONG TIME AGO, IN A GALAXY FAR, FAR AWAY.
It is a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking 

from a hidden base, have won their first victory against the 
evil Galactic Empire. During the battle, Rebel spies managed 
to steal secret plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the 
Death Star, an armored space station with enough power to 
destroy an entire planet. Pursued by the Empire’s sinister 
agents, Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen plans that can save her people and 
restore freedom to the galaxy.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship.

Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the 
starship Enterprise.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER, THESE ARE THE VOYAGES

1

3
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5IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM, THE PEOPLE 
ARE REPRESENTED BY TWO SEPARATE YET 

EQUALLY IMPORTANT GROUPS.
The police, who investigate crime, and the district attor-

neys, who prosecute the offenders. These are their stories.
Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 

by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground.

6THERE IS A FIFTH DIMENSION BEYOND THAT 
WHICH IS KNOWN TO MAN.

It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

7IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM, THE PEOPLE 
ARE REPRESENTED BY TWO SEPARATE YET 

EQUALLY IMPORTANT GROUPS.
The police, who investigate crime, and the district attor-

neys, who prosecute the offenders. These are their stories.
Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 

by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier.

These are the voyages 
of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, 
to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly 
go where no man has gone 
before.

8THERE IS A FIFTH 
DIMENSION BE-

YOND THAT WHICH IS 
KNOWN TO MAN.

It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless 
as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and 
shadow, between science 
and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s 
fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the 
dimension of imagination. It 
is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

9A LONG TIME AGO, 
IN A GALAXY FAR, 

FAR AWAY.
It is a period of civil war. 

Rebel spaceships, striking 
from a hidden base, have 
won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic 
Empire. During the battle, 
Rebel spies managed to 
steal secret plans to the 
Empire’s ultimate weapon, 
the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough 
power to destroy an entire 
planet. Pursued by the 
Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home 
aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen 
plans that can save her 
people and restore freedom 
to the galaxy.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship.

10IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM, THE 
PEOPLE ARE REPRESENTED BY TWO SEPA-

RATE YET EQUALLY IMPORTANT GROUPS.
The police, who investigate crime, and the district attor-

neys, who prosecute the offenders. These are their stories.
Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 

by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by 
the government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you 
have a problem and no one else can help, and if you can 
find them, maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final 
frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek 
out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship.

6

9

10
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. 
These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to 

seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s fears and the summit 
of his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is 
a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking 
from a hidden base, have won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic Empire. During the 
battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret 
plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the 
Death Star, an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen plans that can save her 
people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people 
are represented by two separate yet equally 
important groups: the police, who investigate 
crime, and the district attorneys, who pros-
ecute the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime 
they didn’t commit. These men promptly 
escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still 
wanted by the government, they survive as 
soldiers of fortune. If you have a problem and 
no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final 
frontier. These are the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast as 
space and as timeless as infinity.

THE BLITZ
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. 
These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to 

seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s fears and the summit 
of his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is 
a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking 
from a hidden base, have won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic Empire. During the 
battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret 
plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the 
Death Star, an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen plans that can save her 
people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people 
are represented by two separate yet equally 
important groups: the police, who investigate 
crime, and the district attorneys, who pros-
ecute the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime 
they didn’t commit. These men promptly 
escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still 
wanted by the government, they survive as 
soldiers of fortune. If you have a problem and 
no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final 
frontier. These are the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast as 
space and as timeless as infinity.

PlayerName
POS, SCHOOLNAME

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. 
These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to 

seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s fears and the summit 
of his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is 
a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking 
from a hidden base, have won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic Empire. During the 
battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret 
plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the 
Death Star, an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen plans that can save her 
people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people 
are represented by two separate yet equally 
important groups: the police, who investigate 
crime, and the district attorneys, who pros-
ecute the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime 
they didn’t commit. These men promptly 
escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still 
wanted by the government, they survive as 
soldiers of fortune. If you have a problem and 
no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final 
frontier. These are the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast as 
space and as timeless as infinity.

PlayerName
POS, SCHOOLNAME

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. 
These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to 

seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s fears and the summit 
of his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is 
a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking 
from a hidden base, have won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic Empire. During the 
battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret 
plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the 
Death Star, an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen plans that can save her 
people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people 
are represented by two separate yet equally 
important groups: the police, who investigate 
crime, and the district attorneys, who pros-
ecute the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime 
they didn’t commit. These men promptly 
escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still 
wanted by the government, they survive as 
soldiers of fortune. If you have a problem and 
no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final 
frontier. These are the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast as 
space and as timeless as infinity.
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 

no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 

the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless.

Space, the final 
frontier. These 

are the voyages 
of the starship 
Enterprise. Its 

five-year mission: 
to explore 

strange new 
worlds, to seek 

out new life and 
new civilizations, 

to boldly go 
where no man 

has gone before.

Space, the final frontier. These 
are the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise.
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Feature Headline
SPACE THE FINAL FRONTIER TO BOLDLY GO

THE PLAYERS
SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE 
are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. There is a fifth dimen-
sion beyond that which is known to man. 
It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.

THE HISTORY
SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE 
are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that 
which is known to man. It is a dimension 
as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between 
light and shadow, between science and 
superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far 
away: It is a period of civil war. Rebel 
spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil 
Galactic Empire. During the battle, Rebel.

THE TOWNS
SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE 
are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. There is a fifth dimen-
sion beyond that which is known to man. 
It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.

THE FUTURE
SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE 
are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. There is a fifth dimen-
sion beyond that which is known to man. 
It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.

THE STAKES
SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE 
are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. There is a fifth dimen-
sion beyond that which is known to man. 
It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.

THE COACHES
SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE 
are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. There is a fifth dimen-
sion beyond that which is known to man. 
It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.

THE FANS
SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE 
are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. There is a fifth dimen-
sion beyond that which is known to man. 
It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.

Space, the final 
frontier. These 
are the voyages 
of the starship 
Enterprise.

RIVALRY
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Feature Headline
SPACE THE FINAL FRONTIER TO BOLDLY GO

SCHOOLNAME VS. SCHOOLNAME
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before. There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.

SCHOOLNAME VS. SCHOOLNAME
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before. There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.

SCHOOLNAME VS. SCHOOLNAME
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before. There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.

SCHOOLNAME VS. SCHOOLNAME
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before. There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.

SCHOOLNAME VS. SCHOOLNAME
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before. There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.

SCHOOLNAME VS. SCHOOLNAME
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before. There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.

SCHOOLNAME VS. SCHOOLNAME
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before. There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle.
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Feature Headline
SPACE THE FINAL FRONTIER TO BOLDLY GO

TOP RIVALARIES  
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SCHOOLNAME VS. 
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SCHOOLNAME VS. 
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER
THESE ARE THE VOYAGES OF THE STARSHIP ENTER-
prise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 

problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER
THESE ARE THE VOYAGES OF THE STARSHIP ENTER-
prise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 

problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.
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Feature Headline
SPACE THE FINAL FRONTIER TO BOLDLY GO

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER
THESE ARE THE VOYAGES OF THE STAR-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s fears and the summit 
of his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is 
a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking 
from a hidden base, have won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic Empire. During the 
battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret 
plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the 
Death Star, an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen plans that can save her 
people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people 
are represented by two separate yet equally 
important groups: the police, who investigate 
crime, and the district attorneys, who pros-
ecute the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime 
they didn’t commit. These men promptly 
escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still 
wanted by the government, they survive as 
soldiers of fortune. If you have a problem and 
no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final 
frontier. These are the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER
THESE ARE THE VOYAGES OF THE STARSHIP 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space 
and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between science and 
superstition, and it lies between the pit of man’s 
fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which 
we call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is 
a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking 
from a hidden base, have won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic Empire. During the 
battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, 
an armored space station with enough power to 
destroy an entire planet. Pursued by the Empire’s 
sinister agents, Princess Leia races home aboard 
her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the 
galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are 
represented by two separate yet equally impor-
tant groups: the police, who investigate crime, 

and the district attorneys, who prosecute the 
offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime they 
didn’t commit. These men promptly escaped 
from a maximum security stockade to the Los 
Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. 
If you have a problem and no one else can help, 
and if you can find them, maybe you can hire the 
A-team.Space, the final frontier. These are the 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek 
out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER
THESE ARE THE VOYAGES OF THE STARSHIP 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space 
and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between science and 
superstition, and it lies between the pit of man’s 
fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which 
we call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is 
a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking 
from a hidden base, have won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic Empire. During the 
battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, 
an armored space station with enough power to 
destroy an entire planet. Pursued by the Empire’s 
sinister agents, Princess Leia races home aboard 
her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the 
galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are 
represented by two separate yet equally impor-
tant groups: the police, who investigate crime, 

and the district attorneys, who prosecute the 
offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime they 
didn’t commit. These men promptly escaped 
from a maximum security stockade to the Los 
Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. 
If you have a problem and no one else can help, 
and if you can find them, maybe you can hire the 
A-team.Space, the final frontier. These are the 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek 
out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.
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A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 

investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the pit 
of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 

no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 

problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

Space, the final frontier. These 
are the voyages of the starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, 
to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where 
no man has gone before.

Feature Headline

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship.

Space the  
Final Frontier

These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise?

Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, 
to seek out new life and 
new civilizations, to boldly 
go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known 
to man?

It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless 
as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and 
shadow, between science 
and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s 
fears and the summit of his 
knowledge.

This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area 
which we call the Twilight 
Zone?

Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek 
out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 

no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 
men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 

to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless.

Feature Headline

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship.

Space the  
Final Frontier

These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise?

Its five-year mission: to 
explore strange new worlds, 
to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone.

There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known 
to man?

It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless 
as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and 
shadow, between science 
and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man.

This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area 
which we call the Twilight 
Zone?

Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek 
out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go.
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. 
These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to 

seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s fears and the summit 
of his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is 
a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking 
from a hidden base, have won their first victory 
against the evil Galactic Empire. During the 
battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret 
plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the 
Death Star, an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, 
Princess Leia races home aboard her starship, 
custodian of the stolen plans that can save her 
people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people 
are represented by two separate yet equally 
important groups: the police, who investigate 
crime, and the district attorneys, who pros-
ecute the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime 
they didn’t commit. These men promptly 
escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still 
wanted by the government, they survive as 
soldiers of fortune. If you have a problem and 
no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which 
is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s fears and the summit 
of his knowledge. This is the dimension.
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE 
are the voyages of the starship Enter-
prise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new 

life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space 
and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between science and 
superstition, and it lies between the pit of man’s 
fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which 
we call the Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: 
It is a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, 
striking from a hidden base, have won their 
first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal 
secret plans to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, 
the Death Star, an armored space station with 
enough power to destroy an entire planet. Pur-
sued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess 
Leia races home aboard her starship, custodian 
of the stolen plans that can save her people and 
restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people 
are represented by two separate yet equally 

Feature Headline 
Head Line Feature 
Headline Head Line
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important groups: the police, who investigate 
crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was 
sent to prison by a military court for a crime they 
didn’t commit. These men promptly escaped 
from a maximum security stockade to the Los 
Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. 
If you have a problem and no one else can help, 
and if you can find them, maybe you can hire the 
A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 
of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man. It is a dimension as vast as space 
and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between science and 
superstition.

Space the  
Final Frontier
These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise?

Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man?

It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless 
as infinity. It is the middle ground between light 
and shadow, between science and superstition, and 
it lies between the pit of man’s fears and the summit 
of his knowledge.

This is the dimension of imagination. It is an area 
which we call the Twilight Zone?

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 
of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before.

These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise?
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is 
known to man?

It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless 
as infinity. It is the middle ground between light 
and shadow, between science and superstition, and 
it lies between the pit of man’s fears and the summit 
of his knowledge.

This is the dimension of imagination. It is an area 
which we call the Twilight Zone?

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 
of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life 
and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone 
before.

Name

Title

Hospital

Experience

Location
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ELITE PRODUCTS FOR FRIDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
PLAYERS, COACHES AND FANS

PRODUCT TITLE
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 

mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before. There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to man. 
It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground between 
light and shadow, between science and superstition, and it lies between the pit of man’s fears 
and the summit of his knowledge. This is the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we 
call the Twilight Zone.
PRODUCTWEBSITE.COM

PRODUCT TITLE
Space, the final frontier. These are 

the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. There is a fifth dimen-
sion beyond that which is known to man. 
It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between sci-
ence and superstition, and it lies between 
the pit of man’s fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.
PRODUCTWEBSITE.COM

PRODUCT TITLE
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of 

the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before. 
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless 
as infinity. It is the middle ground between light and 
shadow, between science and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s fears and the summit of his 
knowledge. This is the dimension of imagination. It is an 
area which we call the Twilight Zone.
PRODUCTWEBSITE.COM

PRODUCT TITLE
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-

ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly 
go where no man has gone before. There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between science and supersti-
tion, and it lies between the pit of man’s fears and the sum-
mit of his knowledge. This is the dimension of imagination. It 
is an area which we call the Twilight Zone.
PRODUCTWEBSITE.COM

PRODUCT TITLE
Space, the final frontier. These are 

the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. There is a fifth dimen-
sion beyond that which is known to man. 
It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between sci-
ence and superstition, and it lies between 
the pit of man’s fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.
PRODUCTWEBSITE.COM

GEAR
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PRODUCT TITLE
Space, the final frontier. These are 

the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. There is a fifth dimen-
sion beyond that which is known to man. 
It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between sci-
ence and superstition, and it lies between 
the pit of man’s fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.
PRODUCTWEBSITE.COM

PRODUCT TITLE
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of 

the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore 
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before. 
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless 
as infinity. It is the middle ground between light and 
shadow, between science and superstition, and it lies 
between the pit of man’s fears and the summit of his 
knowledge. This is the dimension of imagination. It is an 
area which we call the Twilight Zone.
PRODUCTWEBSITE.COM

PRODUCT TITLE
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-

ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly 
go where no man has gone before. There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between science and supersti-
tion, and it lies between the pit of man’s fears and the sum-
mit of his knowledge. This is the dimension of imagination. It 
is an area which we call the Twilight Zone.
PRODUCTWEBSITE.COM

PRODUCT TITLE
Space, the final frontier. These are 

the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. There is a fifth dimen-
sion beyond that which is known to man. 
It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between sci-
ence and superstition, and it lies between 
the pit of man’s fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.
PRODUCTWEBSITE.COM

PRODUCT TITLE
Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages 

of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before. There is a fifth dimen-
sion beyond that which is known to man. It is a 
dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and 
shadow, between science and superstition, and 
it lies between the pit of man’s fears and the 
summit of his knowledge. This is the dimension 
of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.
PRODUCTWEBSITE.COM

PRODUCT TITLE
Space, the final frontier. These are 

the voyages of the starship Enterprise. 
Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new 
civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. There is a fifth dimen-
sion beyond that which is known to man. 
It is a dimension as vast as space and as 
timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground 
between light and shadow, between sci-
ence and superstition, and it lies between 
the pit of man’s fears and the summit of 
his knowledge. This is the dimension of 
imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.
PRODUCTWEBSITE.COM
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 

no man has gone before.
There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 

man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These men 
promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade to the 
Los Angeles underground.

Feature Headline

2016 AWARD WINNERS
AWARD NAME: Name Playername, High School

AWARD NAME: Name Playername, High School

AWARD NAME: Name Playername, High School

AWARD NAME: Name Playername, High School

AWARD NAME: Name Playername, High School

AWARD NAME: Name Playername, High School

Inaugural RecruitBomb-FNF  
Camp Series Event
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ADMIRAL FARRAGUT ACADEMY
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POWERED BY

QB Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
RB Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
RB Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
WR Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
WR Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
TE Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname

OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
ATH Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname

 POS. NAME HT. WT. YR.  POS. NAME HT. WT. YR.

QB Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
RB Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
RB Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
WR Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
WR Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
TE Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname

OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
ATH Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
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 POS. NAME HT. WT. YR.  POS. NAME HT. WT. YR.
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RECRUITS TEAM xSTATEx OFFENSE

Team xStatex Offense
SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

QB SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

RB SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

RB SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

WR SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

TE SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

OL SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

OL SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

OL SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

ATH SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

WR SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

OL SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

OL SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME
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POWERED BY

QB Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
RB Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
RB Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
WR Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
WR Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
TE Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname

OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
UT Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname

 POS. NAME HT. WT. YR.  POS. NAME HT. WT. YR.

QB Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
RB Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
RB Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
WR Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
WR Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
TE Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname

OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
OL Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
UT Name Lastname 6-0 180 Jr.
 Schoolname Schoolname
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 POS. NAME HT. WT. YR.  POS. NAME HT. WT. YR.
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Team xStatex Defense
SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER

RECRUITS TEAM xSTATEx DEFENSE

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

DL SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

DL SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

DL SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

LB SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

LB SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

LB SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

CB SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

DB SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

DB SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

DL SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

LB SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME

NAME PLAYERNAME

HEIGHT 5-9   WEIGHT 185
YEAR SENIOR
Space, the final frontier. 
These are the voyages of 
the starship Enterprise. Its 
five-year mission: to explore.

CB SCHOOLNAME SCHOOLNAME
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POWERED BY

1. RYAN NEWSOME, Aledo, QB, 6-3, 190

2. DARRION FLOWERS, Arlington Sam Houston, QB, 6-3, 190

3. KENDALL SHEFFIELD, Fort Bend Marshall, QB, 6-3, 190

4. RONALD JONES II, McKinney North, QB, 6-3, 190

5. JAMYCAL HASTY, Longview, QB, 6-3, 190

6. JAY BRADFORD, Splendora, QB, 6-3, 190

7. J. W. KETCHUM, Houston, QB, 6-3, 190

8. KRIS BOYD, Gilmer, QB, 6-3, 190

9. LARRY PRYOR, Sulphur Springs, QB, 6-3, 190

10. DEIONTE THOMPSON, West Orange Stark, QB, 6-3, 190

11. JOHN LEWIS, Willis, QB, 6-3, 190

12. JOHNNY SHAW, West Orange Stark, QB, 6-3, 190

13. JALEN GUYTON, Allen, QB, 6-3, 190

14. AARON SIMS, Cameron Yoe, QB, 6-3, 190

15. HERB MOUTON, Waxahachie, QB, 6-3, 190

16. COREY DAUPHINE, Port Arthur Memorial, QB, 6-3, 190

17. MAURICE GORDON, Denton Ryan, QB, 6-3, 190

18. KAHLIL HAUGHTON, Waco Midway, QB, 6-3, 190

19. JUSTIN DUNNING, Whitehouse, QB, 6-3, 190

20. JAMES LOCKE, Beaumont Central, QB, 6-3, 190

21. KEMAH SIVERAND, Cypress Ridge, QB, 6-3, 190

22. KEKE COUTEE, Lufkin, QB, 6-3, 190

23. JUSTIN GAMBLE, Round Rock Stony Point, QB, 6-3, 190

24. JAELAN AUSTIN, South Grand Prairie, QB, 6-3, 190

25. WILAN ANTOINE, Alief Taylor, QB, 6-3, 190

26. JORDAN STEVENSON, South Oak Cliff, QB, 6-3, 190

27. DEVIN SMITH, Ennis, QB, 6-3, 190

28. D’JIRON LILLY, Killeen, QB, 6-3, 190

29. XAVIER CASTILLE, Rockwall, QB, 6-3, 190

30. JOCORIE JONES, Port Arthur Memorial,  QB, 6-3, 190

31. ANDREW HUDSON, Cibolo Steele, QB, 6-3, 190

32. CHEVIS ARMSTEAD, DeSoto, QB, 6-3, 190

33. KIETH BATISTA, Langham Creek, QB, 6-3, 190

34. PATRICK CARR, The Woodlands, QB, 6-3, 190

35. BRYSON DENLEY, Cibolo Steele, QB, 6-3, 190

36. TREVIN CHAMBERS, DeSoto, QB, 6-3, 190

37. TERRELL CROSS, Denton Ryan, QB, 6-3, 190

38. JEFF CARR, Temple, QB, 6-3, 190

39. JAMES COLE,  Mission Sharyland, QB, 6-3, 190

40. REGGIE GARNER, Lancaster, QB, 6-3, 190

41. GABRIEL WALKER, Lancaster, QB, 6-3, 190

42. ELIJAH BOYD, Lancaster, QB, 6-3, 190

43. JAQUAY CROSS, Brenham, QB, 6-3, 190

44. ERNEST PATTERSON, Brenham, QB, 6-3, 190

45. DAVON CROOKSHANK, Fort Bend Marshall, QB, 6-3, 190

46. GERALD MILLS, Fort Bend Marshall, QB, 6-3, 190

47. WILBERT LONDON, Waco High, QB, 6-3, 190

48. TRISTAN MOORE, San Antonio Brennan, QB, 6-3, 190

49. DERRICK HILL, San Antonio Brennan, QB, 6-3, 190

50. MAKAI GREEN, San Antonio Brennan, QB, 6-3, 190

51. D’VONDRICK MCGREW, Crowley, QB, 6-3, 190

52. DESMOND ANDERSON, Crowley, QB, 6-3, 190

53. NORMAN GRIMES, Canyon, QB, 6-3, 190

54. JUWAN WASHINGTON, Kennedale, QB, 6-3, 190

55. DEJAMEOUS JEFFERSON, Waco La Vega, QB, 6-3, 190

56. DILLON SPRINGFIELD, Springtown, QB, 6-3, 190

57. DAVON JERNIGAN, Navasota, QB, 6-3, 190

58. CALUM FOSTER, Newton, QB, 6-3, 190

59. RONEY ELAM, Newton, QB, 6-3, 190

60. MATTHEW ANDERSON, Coleman, QB, 6-3, 190

61. JAQUAN HEMPHILL, Coleman, QB, 6-3, 190

62. KYLE JACOBS, McGregor, QB, 6-3, 190

63. JORDON NELSON, Tatum, QB, 6-3, 190

64. TYRONE JOHNSON, Hamlin, QB, 6-3, 190

65. DEMETRIUS JACKSON, New Deal, QB, 6-3, 190

66. DENZIL MIMS, Daingerfield, OL, 6-6, 260

67. IAN PETERSON, Round Rock Cedar Ridge, OL, 6-6, 260

68. DEVIN DUVERNAY, Garland Sachse, OL, 6-6, 260

69. AVERY CARTER, Mansfield Summit, OL, 6-6, 260

70. KAMERON MARTIN, Port Arthur Memorial, OL, 6-6, 260

71. JAYLON CLARK, Alto, OL, 6-6, 260

72. DENARIUS EARL, Tatum, OL, 6-6, 260

73. RYAN ESCOBAR, Slaton, OL, 6-6, 260

74. TYRIK JOHNSON, Cameron Yoe, OL, 6-6, 260

75. JUWON ROBERSON, Rosebud-Lott, OL, 6-6, 260

76. QUENTIN DANCER, West, OL, 6-6, 260

77. DEVIN SMITH, Gilmer, OL, 6-6, 260

78. CHASE TATE, Gilmer, OL, 6-6, 260

79. DARTEZ HAMLIN, El Paso Burges, OL, 6-6, 260

80. JORDAN ATKINSON, Amarillo Caprock, OL, 6-6, 260

81. ASHTON WILLIAMS, Austin Johnson, OL, 6-6, 260

82. LOUIS DAVIS, Waco High, OL, 6-6, 260

83. KENAN IVY, Lancaster, OL, 6-6, 260

84. LADARREN BROWN, DeSoto, OL, 6-6, 260

85. ANGELO GORDON, Converse Judson, OL, 6-6, 260

86. ISAIAH GIBSON, Converse Judson, OL, 6-6, 260

87. KHALIL LACY, Richardson, OL, 6-6, 260

88. PHILLIP GREEN, Richardson, OL, 6-6, 260

89. QUANTAE CONNERS, Port Arthur Memorial, OL, 6-6, 260

90. VINCE CASTILLO, Donna, OL, 6-6, 260

91. JAYLON JACKSON, Cedar Hill, TE, 6-5, 220

92. KAEGAN WILLIAMS, Stephenville, TE, 6-5, 220

93. BARON BROWNING, Kennedale, TE, 6-5, 220

94. RAYZON ALLEN, Clarksville, TE, 6-5, 220

95. HEZEKIAH JONES, Stafford, TE, 6-5, 220

96. DERRION HILL, San Antonio Brennan, TE, 6-5, 220

97. TYRONE STEWART, Waco High, TE, 6-5, 220

98. SHAMON EHIEMUA, Fort Bend Marshall, TE, 6-5, 220

99. LONDON DUNN, DeSoto, TE, 6-5, 220

100. MONTELL PARKER, Dickinson, TE, 6-5, 220
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POWERED BY

1. RYAN NEWSOME, Aledo, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

2. DARRION FLOWERS, Arlington Sam Houston, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year.

3. KENDALL SHEFFIELD, Fort Bend Marshall, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year.

4. RONALD JONES II, McKinney North, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

5. JAMYCAL HASTY, Longview, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

6. JAY BRADFORD, Splendora, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

7. J. W. KETCHUM, Houston, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

8. KRIS BOYD, Gilmer, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

9. LARRY PRYOR, Sulphur Springs, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

10. DEIONTE THOMPSON, West Orange Stark, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year.

11. JOHN LEWIS, Willis, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

12. JOHNNY SHAW, West Orange Stark, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

13. JALEN GUYTON, Allen, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

14. AARON SIMS, Cameron Yoe, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

15. HERB MOUTON, Waxahachie, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

16. COREY DAUPHINE, Port Arthur Memorial, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year.

17. MAURICE GORDON, Denton Ryan, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

18. KAHLIL HAUGHTON, Waco Midway, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

19. JUSTIN DUNNING, Whitehouse, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

20. JAMES LOCKE, Beaumont Central, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

21. KEMAH SIVERAND, Cypress Ridge, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

22. KEKE COUTEE, Lufkin, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

23. JUSTIN GAMBLE, Round Rock Stony Point, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year.

24. JAELAN AUSTIN, South Grand Prairie, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

25. WILAN ANTOINE, Alief Taylor, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

26. JORDAN STEVENSON, South Oak Cliff, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year.

27. DEVIN SMITH, Ennis, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

28. D’JIRON LILLY, Killeen, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

29. XAVIER CASTILLE, Rockwall, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

30. JOCORIE JONES, Port Arthur Memorial,  QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year.

31. ANDREW HUDSON, Cibolo Steele, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

32. CHEVIS ARMSTEAD, DeSoto, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

33. KIETH BATISTA, Langham Creek, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

34. PATRICK CARR, The Woodlands, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

35. BRYSON DENLEY, Cibolo Steele, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

36. TREVIN CHAMBERS, DeSoto, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

37. TERRELL CROSS, Denton Ryan, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

38. JEFF CARR, Temple, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

39. JAMES COLE,  Mission Sharyland, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

40. REGGIE GARNER, Lancaster, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

41. GABRIEL WALKER, Lancaster, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

42. ELIJAH BOYD, Lancaster, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

43. JAQUAY CROSS, Brenham, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

44. ERNEST PATTERSON, Brenham, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

45. DAVON CROOKSHANK, Fort Bend Marshall, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year.

46. GERALD MILLS, Fort Bend Marshall, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

47. WILBERT LONDON, Waco High, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

48. TRISTAN MOORE, San Antonio Brennan, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year.

49. DERRICK HILL, San Antonio Brennan, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

50. MAKAI GREEN, San Antonio Brennan, QB, 6-3, 190, Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission.

RECRUITS TOP 50 SENIORS
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POWERED BY

1. RYAN NEWSOME, Aledo, QB, 6-3, 190

2. DARRION FLOWERS, Arlington Sam Houston, QB, 6-3, 190

3. KENDALL SHEFFIELD, Fort Bend Marshall, QB, 6-3, 190

4. RONALD JONES II, McKinney North, QB, 6-3, 190

5. JAMYCAL HASTY, Longview, QB, 6-3, 190

6. JAY BRADFORD, Splendora, QB, 6-3, 190

7. J. W. KETCHUM, Houston, QB, 6-3, 190

8. KRIS BOYD, Gilmer, QB, 6-3, 190

9. LARRY PRYOR, Sulphur Springs, QB, 6-3, 190

10. DEIONTE THOMPSON, West Orange Stark, QB, 6-3, 190

11. JOHN LEWIS, Willis, QB, 6-3, 190

12. JOHNNY SHAW, West Orange Stark, QB, 6-3, 190

13. JALEN GUYTON, Allen, QB, 6-3, 190

14. AARON SIMS, Cameron Yoe, QB, 6-3, 190

15. HERB MOUTON, Waxahachie, QB, 6-3, 190

16. COREY DAUPHINE, Port Arthur Memorial, QB, 6-3, 190

17. MAURICE GORDON, Denton Ryan, QB, 6-3, 190

18. KAHLIL HAUGHTON, Waco Midway, QB, 6-3, 190

19. JUSTIN DUNNING, Whitehouse, QB, 6-3, 190

20. JAMES LOCKE, Beaumont Central, QB, 6-3, 190

21. KEMAH SIVERAND, Cypress Ridge, QB, 6-3, 190

22. KEKE COUTEE, Lufkin, QB, 6-3, 190

23. JUSTIN GAMBLE, Round Rock Stony Point, QB, 6-3, 190

24. JAELAN AUSTIN, South Grand Prairie, QB, 6-3, 190

25. WILAN ANTOINE, Alief Taylor, QB, 6-3, 190

26. JORDAN STEVENSON, South Oak Cliff, QB, 6-3, 190

27. DEVIN SMITH, Ennis, QB, 6-3, 190

28. D’JIRON LILLY, Killeen, QB, 6-3, 190

29. XAVIER CASTILLE, Rockwall, QB, 6-3, 190

30. JOCORIE JONES, Port Arthur Memorial,  QB, 6-3, 190

31. ANDREW HUDSON, Cibolo Steele, QB, 6-3, 190

32. CHEVIS ARMSTEAD, DeSoto, QB, 6-3, 190

33. KIETH BATISTA, Langham Creek, QB, 6-3, 190

34. PATRICK CARR, The Woodlands, QB, 6-3, 190

35. BRYSON DENLEY, Cibolo Steele, QB, 6-3, 190

36. TREVIN CHAMBERS, DeSoto, QB, 6-3, 190

37. TERRELL CROSS, Denton Ryan, QB, 6-3, 190

38. JEFF CARR, Temple, QB, 6-3, 190

39. JAMES COLE,  Mission Sharyland, QB, 6-3, 190

40. REGGIE GARNER, Lancaster, QB, 6-3, 190

41. GABRIEL WALKER, Lancaster, QB, 6-3, 190

42. ELIJAH BOYD, Lancaster, QB, 6-3, 190

43. JAQUAY CROSS, Brenham, QB, 6-3, 190

44. ERNEST PATTERSON, Brenham, QB, 6-3, 190

45. DAVON CROOKSHANK, Fort Bend Marshall, QB, 6-3, 190

46. GERALD MILLS, Fort Bend Marshall, QB, 6-3, 190

47. WILBERT LONDON, Waco High, QB, 6-3, 190

48. TRISTAN MOORE, San Antonio Brennan, QB, 6-3, 190

49. DERRICK HILL, San Antonio Brennan, QB, 6-3, 190

50. MAKAI GREEN, San Antonio Brennan, QB, 6-3, 190

RECRUITS TOP 50 SENIORS
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POWERED BY

1. RYAN NEWSOME, Aledo, QB, 6-3, 190

2. DARRION FLOWERS, Arlington Sam Houston, QB, 6-3, 190

3. KENDALL SHEFFIELD, Fort Bend Marshall, QB, 6-3, 190

4. RONALD JONES II, McKinney North, QB, 6-3, 190

5. JAMYCAL HASTY, Longview, QB, 6-3, 190

6. JAY BRADFORD, Splendora, QB, 6-3, 190

7. J. W. KETCHUM, Houston, QB, 6-3, 190

8. KRIS BOYD, Gilmer, QB, 6-3, 190

9. LARRY PRYOR, Sulphur Springs, QB, 6-3, 190

10. DEIONTE THOMPSON, West Orange Stark, QB, 6-3, 190

11. JOHN LEWIS, Willis, QB, 6-3, 190

12. JOHNNY SHAW, West Orange Stark, QB, 6-3, 190

13. JALEN GUYTON, Allen, QB, 6-3, 190

14. AARON SIMS, Cameron Yoe, QB, 6-3, 190

15. HERB MOUTON, Waxahachie, QB, 6-3, 190

16. COREY DAUPHINE, Port Arthur Memorial, QB, 6-3, 190

17. MAURICE GORDON, Denton Ryan, QB, 6-3, 190

18. KAHLIL HAUGHTON, Waco Midway, QB, 6-3, 190

19. JUSTIN DUNNING, Whitehouse, QB, 6-3, 190

20. JAMES LOCKE, Beaumont Central, QB, 6-3, 190

21. KEMAH SIVERAND, Cypress Ridge, QB, 6-3, 190

22. KEKE COUTEE, Lufkin, QB, 6-3, 190

23. JUSTIN GAMBLE, Round Rock Stony Point, QB, 6-3, 190

24. JAELAN AUSTIN, South Grand Prairie, QB, 6-3, 190

25. WILAN ANTOINE, Alief Taylor, QB, 6-3, 190

RECRUITS TOP UNDERCLASSMEN

Top 25 Juniors
SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE VOYAGES OF THE 
STARSHIP ENTERPRISE. 

1. RYAN NEWSOME, Aledo, QB, 6-3, 190

2. DARRION FLOWERS, Arlington Sam Houston, QB, 6-3, 190

3. KENDALL SHEFFIELD, Fort Bend Marshall, QB, 6-3, 190

4. RONALD JONES II, McKinney North, QB, 6-3, 190

5. JAMYCAL HASTY, Longview, QB, 6-3, 190

6. JAY BRADFORD, Splendora, QB, 6-3, 190

7. J. W. KETCHUM, Houston, QB, 6-3, 190

8. KRIS BOYD, Gilmer, QB, 6-3, 190

9. LARRY PRYOR, Sulphur Springs, QB, 6-3, 190

10. DEIONTE THOMPSON, West Orange Stark, QB, 6-3, 190

11. JOHN LEWIS, Willis, QB, 6-3, 190

12. JOHNNY SHAW, West Orange Stark, QB, 6-3, 190

13. JALEN GUYTON, Allen, QB, 6-3, 190

14. AARON SIMS, Cameron Yoe, QB, 6-3, 190

15. HERB MOUTON, Waxahachie, QB, 6-3, 190

Top 15 Sophomores
SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE VOYAGES OF THE 
STARSHIP ENTERPRISE. 
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QUARTERBACKS
Ryan Newsome, Aledo, 6-3, 190
Darrion Flowers, Arlington Sam Houston, 6-3, 190
Kendall Sheffield, Fort Bend Marshall, 6-3, 190
Ronald Jones II, McKinney North, 6-3, 190
Jamycal Hasty, Longview, 6-3, 190
Jay Bradford, Splendora, 6-3, 190
J. W. Ketchum, Houston, 6-3, 190
Kris Boyd, Gilmer, 6-3, 190
Larry Pryor, Sulphur Springs, 6-3, 190
Deionte Thompson, West Orange Stark, 6-3, 190

MORE TO WATCH: Jack Youngblood, Midland; Rashad King, Spring; Xavier 
Zamora, Manor; Paddy Fisher, Katy; Michael Harmon, North Forest; Keith 
Bazzle, Round Rock; Jordan Driver, Bryan; Robert Revels, SA Reagan; Sherry 
Durand, Benjamin; Clifton Lewis, Hightower; Ayo Shogbonyo, Manfield Sum-
mit; Koby Bullard, La Vernia; Taylor Sweatt, Argyle; R.J. Phillips, Vista Ridge; 
Jordan Williams, Hendrickson; Jordan Carmouche, Manvel; Keeath Magee II, 
Beaumont Ozen

WIDE RECEIVERS
Ryan Newsome, Aledo, 6-3, 190
Darrion Flowers, Arlington Sam Houston, 6-3, 190
Kendall Sheffield, Fort Bend Marshall, 6-3, 190
Ronald Jones II, McKinney North, 6-3, 190
Jamycal Hasty, Longview, 6-3, 190
Jay Bradford, Splendora, 6-3, 190
J. W. Ketchum, Houston, 6-3, 190
Kris Boyd, Gilmer, 6-3, 190
Larry Pryor, Sulphur Springs, 6-3, 190
Deionte Thompson, West Orange Stark, 6-3, 190

MORE TO WATCH: Jack Youngblood, Midland; Rashad King, Spring; Xavier 
Zamora, Manor; Paddy Fisher, Katy; Michael Harmon, North Forest; Keith 
Bazzle, Round Rock; Jordan Driver, Bryan; Robert Revels, SA Reagan; Sherry 
Durand, Benjamin; Clifton Lewis, Hightower; Ayo Shogbonyo, Manfield Sum-
mit; Koby Bullard, La Vernia; Taylor Sweatt, Argyle; R.J. Phillips, Vista Ridge; 
Jordan Williams, Hendrickson; Jordan Carmouche, Manvel; Keeath Magee II, 
Beaumont Ozen

RUNNING BACKS
Ryan Newsome, Aledo, 6-3, 190
Darrion Flowers, Arlington Sam Houston, 6-3, 190
Kendall Sheffield, Fort Bend Marshall, 6-3, 190
Ronald Jones II, McKinney North, 6-3, 190
Jamycal Hasty, Longview, 6-3, 190
Jay Bradford, Splendora, 6-3, 190
J. W. Ketchum, Houston, 6-3, 190
Kris Boyd, Gilmer, 6-3, 190
Larry Pryor, Sulphur Springs, 6-3, 190
Deionte Thompson, West Orange Stark, 6-3, 190

MORE TO WATCH: Jack Youngblood, Midland; Rashad King, Spring; Xavier 
Zamora, Manor; Paddy Fisher, Katy; Michael Harmon, North Forest; Keith 
Bazzle, Round Rock; Jordan Driver, Bryan; Robert Revels, SA Reagan; Sherry 
Durand, Benjamin; Clifton Lewis, Hightower; Ayo Shogbonyo, Manfield Sum-
mit; Koby Bullard, La Vernia; Taylor Sweatt, Argyle; R.J. Phillips, Vista Ridge; 
Jordan Williams, Hendrickson; Jordan Carmouche, Manvel; Keeath Magee II, 
Beaumont Ozen

ATHLETES
Ryan Newsome, Aledo, 6-3, 190
Darrion Flowers, Arlington Sam Houston, 6-3, 190
Kendall Sheffield, Fort Bend Marshall, 6-3, 190
Ronald Jones II, McKinney North, 6-3, 190
Jamycal Hasty, Longview, 6-3, 190
Jay Bradford, Splendora, 6-3, 190
J. W. Ketchum, Houston, 6-3, 190
Kris Boyd, Gilmer, 6-3, 190
Larry Pryor, Sulphur Springs, 6-3, 190
Deionte Thompson, West Orange Stark, 6-3, 190

MORE TO WATCH: Jack Youngblood, Midland; Rashad King, Spring; Xavier 
Zamora, Manor; Paddy Fisher, Katy; Michael Harmon, North Forest; Keith 
Bazzle, Round Rock; Jordan Driver, Bryan; Robert Revels, SA Reagan; Sherry 
Durand, Benjamin; Clifton Lewis, Hightower; Ayo Shogbonyo, Manfield Sum-
mit; Koby Bullard, La Vernia; Taylor Sweatt, Argyle; R.J. Phillips, Vista Ridge; 
Jordan Williams, Hendrickson; Jordan Carmouche, Manvel; Keeath Magee II, 
Beaumont Ozen

OFFENSIVE LINEMEN
Ryan Newsome, Aledo, 6-3, 190
Darrion Flowers, Arlington Sam Houston, 6-3, 190
Kendall Sheffield, Fort Bend Marshall, 6-3, 190
Ronald Jones II, McKinney North, 6-3, 190
Jamycal Hasty, Longview, 6-3, 190
Jay Bradford, Splendora, 6-3, 190
J. W. Ketchum, Houston, 6-3, 190
Kris Boyd, Gilmer, 6-3, 190
Larry Pryor, Sulphur Springs, 6-3, 190
Deionte Thompson, West Orange Stark, 6-3, 190

MORE TO WATCH: Jack Youngblood, Midland; Rashad King, Spring; Xavier 
Zamora, Manor; Paddy Fisher, Katy; Michael Harmon, North Forest; Keith 
Bazzle, Round Rock; Jordan Driver, Bryan; Robert Revels, SA Reagan; Sherry 
Durand, Benjamin; Clifton Lewis, Hightower; Ayo Shogbonyo, Manfield Sum-
mit; Koby Bullard, La Vernia; Taylor Sweatt, Argyle; R.J. Phillips, Vista Ridge; 
Jordan Williams, Hendrickson; Jordan Carmouche, Manvel; Keeath Magee II, 
Beaumont Ozen

DEFENSIVE LINEMEN
Ryan Newsome, Aledo, 6-3, 190
Darrion Flowers, Arlington Sam Houston, 6-3, 190
Kendall Sheffield, Fort Bend Marshall, 6-3, 190
Ronald Jones II, McKinney North, 6-3, 190
Jamycal Hasty, Longview, 6-3, 190
Jay Bradford, Splendora, 6-3, 190
J. W. Ketchum, Houston, 6-3, 190
Kris Boyd, Gilmer, 6-3, 190
Larry Pryor, Sulphur Springs, 6-3, 190
Deionte Thompson, West Orange Stark, 6-3, 190

MORE TO WATCH: Jack Youngblood, Midland; Rashad King, Spring; Xavier 
Zamora, Manor; Paddy Fisher, Katy; Michael Harmon, North Forest; Keith 
Bazzle, Round Rock; Jordan Driver, Bryan; Robert Revels, SA Reagan; Sherry 
Durand, Benjamin; Clifton Lewis, Hightower; Ayo Shogbonyo, Manfield Sum-
mit; Koby Bullard, La Vernia; Taylor Sweatt, Argyle; R.J. Phillips, Vista Ridge; 
Jordan Williams, Hendrickson; Jordan Carmouche, Manvel; Keeath Magee II, 
Beaumont Ozen

Top Underclassmen
CATEGORIZED BY POSITION
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RECRUITS TOP UNDERCLASSMEN BY POSITION
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LINEBACKERS
Ryan Newsome, Aledo, 6-3, 190
Darrion Flowers, Arlington Sam Houston, 6-3, 190
Kendall Sheffield, Fort Bend Marshall, 6-3, 190
Ronald Jones II, McKinney North, 6-3, 190
Jamycal Hasty, Longview, 6-3, 190
Jay Bradford, Splendora, 6-3, 190
J. W. Ketchum, Houston, 6-3, 190
Kris Boyd, Gilmer, 6-3, 190
Larry Pryor, Sulphur Springs, 6-3, 190
Deionte Thompson, West Orange Stark, 6-3, 190

MORE TO WATCH: Jack Youngblood, Midland; Rashad King, Spring; Xavier 
Zamora, Manor; Paddy Fisher, Katy; Michael Harmon, North Forest; Keith 
Bazzle, Round Rock; Jordan Driver, Bryan; Robert Revels, SA Reagan; Sherry 
Durand, Benjamin; Clifton Lewis, Hightower; Ayo Shogbonyo, Manfield Sum-
mit; Koby Bullard, La Vernia; Taylor Sweatt, Argyle; R.J. Phillips, Vista Ridge; 
Jordan Williams, Hendrickson; Jordan Carmouche, Manvel; Keeath Magee II, 
Beaumont Ozen

DEFENSIVE BACKS
Ryan Newsome, Aledo, 6-3, 190
Darrion Flowers, Arlington Sam Houston, 6-3, 190
Kendall Sheffield, Fort Bend Marshall, 6-3, 190
Ronald Jones II, McKinney North, 6-3, 190
Jamycal Hasty, Longview, 6-3, 190
Jay Bradford, Splendora, 6-3, 190
J. W. Ketchum, Houston, 6-3, 190
Kris Boyd, Gilmer, 6-3, 190
Larry Pryor, Sulphur Springs, 6-3, 190
Deionte Thompson, West Orange Stark, 6-3, 190

MORE TO WATCH: Jack Youngblood, Midland; Rashad King, Spring; Xavier 
Zamora, Manor; Paddy Fisher, Katy; Michael Harmon, North Forest; Keith 
Bazzle, Round Rock; Jordan Driver, Bryan; Robert Revels, SA Reagan; Sherry 
Durand, Benjamin; Clifton Lewis, Hightower; Ayo Shogbonyo, Manfield Sum-
mit; Koby Bullard, La Vernia; Taylor Sweatt, Argyle; R.J. Phillips, Vista Ridge; 
Jordan Williams, Hendrickson; Jordan Carmouche, Manvel; Keeath Magee II, 
Beaumont Ozen

HALF-PAGE AD
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SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 
no man has gone before. There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known to man. It is a dimension 
as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, between 
science and superstition, and it lies between the pit 
of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This 
is the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we 
call the Twilight Zone. A long time ago, in a galaxy far, 
far away: It is a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, 
striking from a hidden base, have won their first.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mis-
sion: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man 
has gone before. There is a fifth dimension beyond 
that which is known to man. It is a dimension as vast 
as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the middle 
ground between light and shadow, between science 
and superstition, and it lies between the pit of man’s 
fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is the 
dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call 
the Twilight Zone. A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far 
away: It is a period of civil war.
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voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 
no man has gone before. There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known to man. It is a dimension 
as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, between 
science and superstition, and it lies between the pit 
of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This 
is the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we 
call the Twilight Zone. A long time ago, in a galaxy far, 
far away: It is a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, 
striking from a hidden base, have won their first.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 
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beyond that which is known to man. It is a dimension 
as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, between 
science and superstition, and it lies between the pit 
of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This 
is the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we 
call the Twilight Zone. A long time ago, in a galaxy far, 
far away: It is a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, 
striking from a hidden base, have won their first.
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mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 
no man has gone before. There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known to man. It is a dimension 
as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, between 
science and superstition, and it lies between the pit 
of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This 
is the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we 
call the Twilight Zone. A long time ago, in a galaxy far, 
far away: It is a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, 
striking from a hidden base, have won their first.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER. THESE ARE THE 
voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to seek out 
new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where 
no man has gone before. There is a fifth dimension 
beyond that which is known to man. It is a dimension 
as vast as space and as timeless as infinity. It is the 
middle ground between light and shadow, between 
science and superstition, and it lies between the pit 
of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This 
is the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we 
call the Twilight Zone. A long time ago, in a galaxy far, 
far away: It is a period of civil war. Rebel spaceships, 
striking from a hidden base, have won their first.
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Future Watch
PROFILES OF EIGHT FUTURE FOOTBALL STARS

POWERED BY

RECRUITS EIGHT FUTURE STARS
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1 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): Space, 
the final frontier. These are the voyages of 

the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

2 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): Space, 
the final frontier. These are the voyages of 

the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

3 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): Space, 
the final frontier. These are the voyages of 

the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new.

4 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): Space, 
the final frontier. These are the voyages of 

the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

5 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): Space, 
the final frontier. These are the voyages of 

the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

6 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): Space, 
the final frontier. These are the voyages of 

the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

7 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): Space, 
the final frontier. These are the voyages of 

the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

8 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): Space, 
the final frontier. These are the voyages of 

the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

9 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): Space, 
the final frontier. These are the voyages of 

the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: 
to explore strange new worlds, to seek out new 
life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no 
man has gone before.

10 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

11 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

12 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

13 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

14 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life.

15 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

16 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

17 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 

seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

18 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

19 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life.

20 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

21 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

22 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

23 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

24 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.

25 Schoolname Schoolname (1A-1): 
Space, the final frontier. These are the 

voyages of the starship Enterprise. Its five-year 
mission: to explore strange new worlds, to 
seek out new life and new civilizations, to 
boldly go where no man has gone before.
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xREGIONx xSTATEx HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

xREGIONx

THESE ARE THE VOYAGES OF THE STARSHIP 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 

men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.
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dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.
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Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
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CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 

vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 

utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.
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THESE ARE THE VOYAGES OF THE STARSHIP 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange 
new worlds, to seek out new life and new civiliza-
tions, to boldly go where no man has gone before.

There is a fifth dimension beyond that which is known to 
man. It is a dimension as vast as space and as timeless as 
infinity. It is the middle ground between light and shadow, 
between science and superstition, and it lies between the 
pit of man’s fears and the summit of his knowledge. This is 
the dimension of imagination. It is an area which we call the 
Twilight Zone.

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away: It is a period of 
civil war. Rebel spaceships, striking from a hidden base, 
have won their first victory against the evil Galactic Empire. 
During the battle, Rebel spies managed to steal secret plans 
to the Empire’s ultimate weapon, the Death Star, an armored 
space station with enough power to destroy an entire planet. 
Pursued by the Empire’s sinister agents, Princess Leia races 
home aboard her starship, custodian of the stolen plans that 
can save her people and restore freedom to the galaxy.

In the criminal justice system, the people are represented 
by two separate yet equally important groups: the police, who 
investigate crime, and the district attorneys, who prosecute 
the offenders. These are their stories.

Ten years ago, a crack commando unit was sent to prison 
by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit. These 

men promptly escaped from a maximum security stockade 
to the Los Angeles underground. Today, still wanted by the 
government, they survive as soldiers of fortune. If you have a 
problem and no one else can help, and if you can find them, 
maybe you can hire the A-team.

Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the star-
ship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore strange new 
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go 
where no man has gone before.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER

Space, the final frontier.
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CLASS/REGION XX

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
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eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
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dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
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vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum
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CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 

vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum
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CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.

Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 

elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
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CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
Etrorei curnum isqua iam idet; noresse adducta consum 
cus vivitum opules cessidet condam notiam hos.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant. 
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae.

CITY SCHOOLNAME MASCOT (1A-1)
2014 RECORD: 0-0
HEAD COACH: Name Lastname
TOP PLAYERS: Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name 
Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), 
Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., 
POS-POS), Name Lastname (Yr., POS-POS).
TEAM OUTLOOK: 75 - 100 words. pedit liquia quodit vel 
ipsanda ndistisquia aboreri atatiberatur aperfer natium 
as idus am, sum autem essin net doluptius dolore et et 
elliquam aut a videssi magnim il eum es mi, culparum 
utemCimporibus. Sunt. Ellupta tinvell orrore laceati onecte 
dellaborest, ulpa nimporro doluptat qui cor aliquatem 
eatur, offic te parit dem re cone sam escid et prera dolorum 
vendit, sum eos volo doluptas estotatur aliquos et ipsant.
Sedicatur, omnis sequae sequae doluptae simaxima ipienis 
iderfer natenda ntibus autestionsed et la dolorCeri pere fin 
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Despite a rash of injuries 
last season — a number 
of which ended players’ 
seasons — Trinity still 

found a way to persevere and fall 
just short of an appearance in the 
Class 3A state title game. Such has 
served as motivation as the team 
prepares for the 2016 campaign, 
coaches seeing a renewed focus 
from players in the weight room.

“We had seven guys injured in 
the first two games last season 
that we lost for the season,” Trinity 
head coach Dean Boyd said. “If 
those guys can come back strong, 
they should be good. We had at 
least 33 players miss at least one 
game due to injury last season. … 
Our team has really made strides 
with our offseason conditioning 
program. If that translates like it 
has in the past, we have a chance 
to be good.”

Optimism reigns on defense, 
where a trio of “Nasty Dogs” 
in Johnson, Wilson and Ocean 
should wreak havoc in opposing 
backfields.

“I think our defense has a 
chance to be real good,” Boyd said. 
“We have two anticipated defensive 
ends that if they stay healthy could 
be beasts coming off the edge.”

However, the team must grow up 
quickly in the defensive secondary 
and offensive skill positions, 
groups hit hard by graduation.

“Our team will be breaking in 
a new quarterback … the position 
could be a weakness if our 
potential starter does not step up,” 
Boyd said. “We had the same kid as 

a starter for three-and-a half years, 
so we have been very stable at that 
position. In high school, the trigger 
man is key… Jacob Evers has the 
lead right now for that position 
and he is 6-foot-5 and weighs 
200 pounds. If he can make the 
transition from JV to varsity he has 
opportunity to be good and highly 
recruited. Our defensive secondary 
and wide receiver positions were hit 
hard by graduation. We must find 
some kids that can play in those 
positions to make us competitive. 
Despite all that, Trinity’s ability 
to continue to churn out top-tier 
athletes has to make one believe 
this team will find its way relatively 
early on.

“We feel like we have a very good 
group that works hard and should 
be competitive,” the Trinity coach 
said. “Most of our better players 
are not skill players, so we have to 
develop those young men quickly. If 
those young men come through, we 
could be very good again.”

However, the team must grow up 
quickly in the defensive secondary 
and offensive skill positions, 
groups hit hard by graduation.

“Our team will be breaking in 
a new quarterback … the position 
could be a weakness if our potential 
starter does not step up,” Boyd said. 
“We had the same kid as a starter 
for three-and-a half years, so we 
have been very stable at that posi-
tion. In high school, the trigger man 
is key… Jacob Evers has the lead 
right now for that position and he is 
6-foot-5 and weighs 200 pounds. 
If he can make the transition from 

JV to varsity he has opportunity 
to be good and highly recruited. 
Our defensive secondary and wide 
receiver positions were hit hard by 
graduation. We must find some kids 
that can play in those positions to 
make us competitive. Despite all 
that, Trinity’s ability to continue to 
churn out top-tier athletes has to 
make one believe this team will find 
its way relatively early on.

“We feel like we have a very good 
group that works hard and should 
be competitive,” the Trinity coach 
said. “Most of our better players 
are not skill players, so we have to 
develop those young men quickly. If 
those young men come through, we 
could be very good again.”

Jacob Evers has the lead right 
now for that position and he is 
6-foot-5 and weighs 200 pounds. 
If he can make the transition from 
JV to varsity he has opportunity 
to be good and highly recruited. 
Our defensive secondary and wide 
receiver positions were hit hard by 
graduation. We must find some kids 
that can play in those positions to 
make us competitive.

Despite all that, Trinity’s ability 
to continue to churn out top-tier 
athletes has to make one believe 
this team will find its way relatively 
early on. “We feel like we have a 
very good group that works hard 
and should be competitive,” the 
Trinity coach said. “Most of our 
better players are not skill players, 
so we have to develop those young 
men quickly. If those young men 
come through, we could be very 
good again.”
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Trinity Titans
  @TRINITYTITANFB
  CCYFLNC.ORG/TRINITY-TITANS

2016 Schedule
AUG. 21: VS. DALE COUNTY

AUG. 28: AT LEEDS

SEPT. 4: AT ANDALUSIA

SEPT. 11: AT BULLOCK COUNTY

SEPT. 18: VS. STRAUGHN

SEPT. 25: AT MONTGOMERY ACAD.

OCT. 2: AT ASHFORD

OCT. 9: VS. MONTGOMERY CATH.

OCT. 16: VS. HEADLAND

OCT. 23: AT ST. JAMES

OCT. 30: BYE

NOV. 6: AT NORTHSIDE

KEY PLAYERS: Cam Johnson (Sr., OL), Demetrius 
Knox (Sr., RB), Myrone Williams (Jr., WR), Dylven 
Covington (Jr., RB), Anlonte Littles (Sr., WR), Francois 
McFall (Sr., OL), Kijana Johnson (Sr., DL), Demenquiz 
Wilson (Sr., DL), Terrence Ocean (Sr., DL)

Name Playername

Name Playername

Name Playername

Name Playername

Name Playername

Name Playername

Name Playername

Name Playername

2 Tyler Natee RB, FB Sr.
3 Noah Wineteer WR Jr.
4 Corde’ Burns WR Jr.
5 Kader Kohou DB Sr.
6 Braylin Jackson WR Jr.
6 Malini Tuipulotu QB Jr.
7 Chris Daniels DE Sr.
7 Toby Harrah QB So.
8 John Davis DB Jr.
9 De’jaun Garrett RB, SB Sr.
10 Artrell Manning DB Sr.
11 Sam Leota DL Sr.
12 Grayson Allen WR Sr.
13 Brady Rabbitt SS, FS Sr.
14 Justus Gregg OLB Sr.
15 Sampson Tasini DB Jr.
16 Josh Fripp QB Sr.
17 Cameron Jones CB, FS So.
18 Sione Vaomotou DB Jr.
19 Darnell Cheatham DB Sr.
20 Drake Stelter DB Sr.
21 Justin Asuncion LB Sr.
22 Ajas Jackson CB Sr.
23 Greg Garner WR Jr.
24 Javontay Powe RB Sr.
25 Angel Molina FB Sr.
26 Spencer McDonald DB Sr.
27 Michael Garcia WR Sr.
28 Ja’Ron Wilson RB Sr.
29 Leland Brown DE Sr.
30 Patrick Buie LB Sr.
31	 Keion	Griffin	 FB	 Jr.
32 Dylan Mcginnis FB Jr.
34 Elijah Tasini RB, OLB Sr.
35 Xavier Harris DB Sr.
36 K’Shawn Green DB Sr.
37 Naquan Henry DB Sr.

38 Sione Lolohea DB Sr.
40 TJ Sapoi TE So.
41 Julio Prieto K Sr.
42 Nila Kasitati LB Sr.
43 Sam Kautai LB Jr.
44 Devin Abdullah FB Sr.
46 Jeremiah Kneubuhl LB Jr.
47 Josh Kneubuhl DE Sr.
48 Caleb Cumbie TE, FB Sr.
49 Al Amar LB Sr.
50 Elise (EJ) Gisa DL Sr.
53	 Laki	Saafi	 LB	 Jr.
57 Joel Cumbie G Jr.
58 Alex Poole DL Jr.
60 Korey Mack DE Sr.
64 Peni Falahola OL Jr.
66 Dillon Wilson T Sr.
70 Lupeti Vakasiuola T Sr.
70 Lupeti Vakasiuola T, G Sr.
72 Manase Mose OL Jr.
74 Sita Lea’aetoa OL Sr.
76 Anthony Dickens T Sr.
77 Latu Maile OL Sr.
80 M’lik Carson WR Sr.
81 Kylon Granson WR Sr.
82 Travis Mooney K Jr.
84 Ladrelle Kellough WR Sr.
85 Kevin Rodriguez WR Sr.
87 David Koko WR Sr.
88 Jamond Mcgee WR Jr.
91 Tomasi Grewe LB Jr.
92 Kyler Duerson DL Sr.
93 Ben Kautai NG, DT Sr.
93 Ben Kautai DE Sr.
95 Makoni Pole NG, T Sr.
96 Armando Flores LB Sr.
99 Chris Makahununiu DL So.

2016 Roster

Name Playername

Name Playername

Name Playername

Name Playername

Name Playername

Name Playername

Quick Facts
LOCATION: MONTGOMERY, ALA.

CLASS: 6A

ENROLLMENT: 1,540

RETURNEES: 9 OFFENSE, 6 DEFENSE

HEAD COACH: COACH LASTNAME

ASSISTANT COACHES: COACH LASTNAME, 
COACH LASTNAME, COACH LASTNAME, 
COACH LASTNAME, COACH LASTNAME, 
COACH LASTNAME, COACH LASTNAME, 
COACH LASTNAME, COACH LASTNAME
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last season — a number 
of which ended players’ 
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least 33 players miss at least one 
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where a trio of “Nasty Dogs” 
in Johnson, Wilson and Ocean 
should wreak havoc in opposing 
backfields.

“I think our defense has a 
chance to be real good,” Boyd said. 
“We have two anticipated defensive 
ends that if they stay healthy could 
be beasts coming off the edge.”

However, the team must grow up 
quickly in the defensive secondary 
and offensive skill positions, 
groups hit hard by graduation.

“Our team will be breaking in 
a new quarterback … the position 
could be a weakness if our 
potential starter does not step up,” 
Boyd said. “We had the same kid as 

a starter for three-and-a half years, 
so we have been very stable at that 
position. In high school, the trigger 
man is key… Jacob Evers has the 
lead right now for that position 
and he is 6-foot-5 and weighs 
200 pounds. If he can make the 
transition from JV to varsity he has 
opportunity to be good and highly 
recruited. Our defensive secondary 
and wide receiver positions were hit 
hard by graduation. We must find 
some kids that can play in those 
positions to make us competitive. 
Despite all that, Trinity’s ability 
to continue to churn out top-tier 
athletes has to make one believe 
this team will find its way relatively 
early on.

“We feel like we have a very good 
group that works hard and should 
be competitive,” the Trinity coach 
said. “Most of our better players 
are not skill players, so we have to 
develop those young men quickly. If 
those young men come through, we 
could be very good again.”
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have been very stable at that posi-
tion. In high school, the trigger man 
is key… Jacob Evers has the lead 
right now for that position and he is 
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If he can make the transition from 

JV to varsity he has opportunity 
to be good and highly recruited. 
Our defensive secondary and wide 
receiver positions were hit hard by 
graduation. We must find some kids 
that can play in those positions to 
make us competitive. Despite all 
that, Trinity’s ability to continue to 
churn out top-tier athletes has to 
make one believe this team will find 
its way relatively early on.

“We feel like we have a very good 
group that works hard and should 
be competitive,” the Trinity coach 
said. “Most of our better players 
are not skill players, so we have to 
develop those young men quickly. If 
those young men come through, we 
could be very good again.”

Jacob Evers has the lead right 
now for that position and he is 
6-foot-5 and weighs 200 pounds. 
If he can make the transition from 
JV to varsity he has opportunity 
to be good and highly recruited. 
Our defensive secondary and wide 
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Despite all that, Trinity’s ability 
to continue to churn out top-tier 
athletes has to make one believe 
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early on. “We feel like we have a 
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7 Chris Daniels DE Sr.
7 Toby Harrah QB So.
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23 Greg Garner WR Jr.
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40 TJ Sapoi TE So.
41 Julio Prieto K Sr.
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48 Caleb Cumbie TE, FB Sr.
49 Al Amar LB Sr.
50 Elise (EJ) Gisa DL Sr.
53	 Laki	Saafi	 LB	 Jr.
57 Joel Cumbie G Jr.
58 Alex Poole DL Jr.
60 Korey Mack DE Sr.
64 Peni Falahola OL Jr.
66 Dillon Wilson T Sr.
70 Lupeti Vakasiuola T Sr.
70 Lupeti Vakasiuola T, G Sr.
72 Manase Mose OL Jr.
74 Sita Lea’aetoa OL Sr.
76 Anthony Dickens T Sr.
77 Latu Maile OL Sr.
80 M’lik Carson WR Sr.
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82 Travis Mooney K Jr.
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Despite a rash of injuries last 
season — a number of which 
ended players’ seasons 
— Trinity still found a way 

to persevere and fall just short of an 
appearance in the Class 3A state title 
game. Such has served as motivation 
as the team prepares for the 2016 
campaign, coaches seeing a renewed 
focus from players in the weight room.

“We had seven guys injured in 
the first two games last season that 
we lost for the season,” Trinity head 
coach Dean Boyd said. “If those guys 
can come back strong, they should be 
good. We had at least 33 players miss 
at least one game due to injury last 
season. … Our team has really made 
strides with our offseason conditioning 
program. If that translates like it has in 
the past, we have a chance to be good.”

Optimism reigns on defense, where 
a trio of “Nasty Dogs” in Johnson, 
Wilson and Ocean should wreak havoc 
in opposing backfields.

“I think our defense has a chance to 
be real good,” Boyd said. “We have two 
anticipated defensive ends that if they 
stay healthy could be beasts coming off 
the edge.”

However, the team must grow up 
quickly in the defensive secondary and 
offensive skill positions, groups hit 
hard by graduation.

“Our team will be breaking in a new 
quarterback … the position could be a 
weakness if our potential starter does 
not step up,” Boyd said. “We had the 
same kid as a starter for three-and-a 
half years, so we have been very stable 
at that position. In high school, the 
trigger man is key… Jacob Evers has the 
lead right now for that position and he 
is 6-foot-5 and weighs 200 pounds. If 
he can make the transition from JV to 
varsity he has opportunity to be good 
and highly recruited. Our defensive 
secondary and wide receiver positions 
were hit hard by graduation. We must 
find some kids that can play in those 
positions to make us competitive. 
Despite all that, Trinity’s ability to 
continue to churn out top-tier athletes 
has to make one believe this team will 
find its way relatively early on.

“We feel like we have a very good 
group that works hard and should be 
competitive,” the Trinity coach said. 
“Most of our better players are not skill 
players, so we have to develop those 
young men quickly. If those young men 
come through, we could be very good 
again.”

However, the team must grow up 
quickly in the defensive secondary and 
offensive skill positions, groups hit 
hard by graduation.

“Our team will be breaking in a new 
quarterback … the position could be a 
weakness if our potential starter does 
not step up,” Boyd said. “We had the 
same kid as a starter for three-and-a 
half years, so we have been very stable 
at that position. In high school, the 
trigger man is key… Jacob Evers has the 
lead right now for that position and he 
is 6-foot-5 and weighs 200 pounds. If 
he can make the transition from JV to 
varsity he has opportunity to be good 
and highly recruited. Our defensive 
secondary and wide receiver positions 
were hit hard by graduation. We must 
find some kids that can play in those 
positions to make us competitive. 
Despite all that, Trinity’s ability to 
continue to churn out top-tier athletes 
has to make one believe this team will 
find its way relatively early on.

“We feel like we have a very good 
group that works hard and should be 
competitive,” the Trinity coach said. 
“Most of our better players are not skill 
players, so we have to develop those 
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2016 Schedule
AUG. 21: VS. DALE COUNTY

AUG. 28: AT LEEDS

SEPT. 4: AT ANDALUSIA

SEPT. 11: AT BULLOCK COUNTY

SEPT. 18: VS. STRAUGHN

SEPT. 25: AT MONTGOMERY ACAD.

OCT. 2: AT ASHFORD

OCT. 9: VS. MONTGOMERY CATH.

OCT. 16: VS. HEADLAND

OCT. 23: AT ST. JAMES

OCT. 30: BYE

NOV. 6: AT NORTHSIDE

LOCATION: MONTGOMERY, ALA.

DISTRICT: CLASS 6A

ENROLLMENT: 1,540

2016 RECORD: 10-2/6-1 DISTRICT

RETURNEES: 9 OFFENSE, 6 DEFENSE

HEAD COACH: JAMES MILLER

ASSISTANT COACHES: BOB 
WARNER, STEVE BEDROSIAN, 
WALTER STEVENS

KEY PLAYERS: Cam Johnson 
(Sr., OL), Demetrius Knox (Sr., RB), 
Myrone Williams (Jr., WR), Dylven 
Covington (Jr., RB), Anlonte Littles (Sr., 
WR), Francois McFall (Sr., OL), Kijana 
Johnson (Sr., DL), Demenquiz Wilson 
(Sr., DL), Terrence Ocean (Sr., DL)

2 Tyler Natee RB, FB Sr.
3 Noah Wineteer WR Jr.
4 Corde’ Burns WR Jr.
5 Kader Kohou DB Sr.
6 Braylin Jackson WR Jr.
6 Malini Tuipulotu QB Jr.
7 Chris Daniels DE Sr.
7 Toby Harrah QB So.
8 John Davis DB Jr.
9 De’jaun Garrett RB, SB Sr.
10 Artrell Manning DB Sr.
11 Sam Leota DL Sr.
12 Grayson Allen WR Sr.
13 Brady Rabbitt SS, FS Sr.
14 Justus Gregg OLB Sr.
15 Sampson Tasini DB Jr.
16 Josh Fripp QB Sr.
17 Cameron Jones CB, FS So.
18 Sione Vaomotou DB Jr.
19 Darnell Cheatham DB Sr.
20 Drake Stelter DB Sr.
21 Justin Asuncion LB Sr.
22 Ajas Jackson CB Sr.
23 Greg Garner WR Jr.
24 Javontay Powe RB Sr.
25 Angel Molina FB Sr.
26 Spencer McDonald DB Sr.
27 Michael Garcia WR Sr.
28 Ja’Ron Wilson RB Sr.
29 Leland Brown DE Sr.
30 Patrick Buie LB Sr.
31	 Keion	Griffin	 FB	 Jr.
32 Dylan Mcginnis FB Jr.
34 Elijah Tasini RB, OLB Sr.
35 Xavier Harris DB Sr.
36 K’Shawn Green DB Sr.
37 Naquan Henry DB Sr.

38 Sione Lolohea DB Sr.
40 TJ Sapoi TE So.
41 Julio Prieto K Sr.
42 Nila Kasitati LB Sr.
43 Sam Kautai LB Jr.
44 Devin Abdullah FB Sr.
46 Jeremiah Kneubuhl LB Jr.
47 Josh Kneubuhl DE Sr.
48 Caleb Cumbie TE, FB Sr.
49 Al Amar LB Sr.
50 Elise (EJ) Gisa DL Sr.
53	 Laki	Saafi	 LB	 Jr.
57 Joel Cumbie G Jr.
58 Alex Poole DL Jr.
60 Korey Mack DE Sr.
64 Peni Falahola OL Jr.
66 Dillon Wilson T Sr.
70 Lupeti Vakasiuola T Sr.
70 Lupeti Vakasiuola T, G Sr.
72 Manase Mose OL Jr.
74 Sita Lea’aetoa OL Sr.
76 Anthony Dickens T Sr.
77 Latu Maile OL Sr.
80 M’lik Carson WR Sr.
81 Kylon Granson WR Sr.
82 Travis Mooney K Jr.
84 Ladrelle Kellough WR Sr.
85 Kevin Rodriguez WR Sr.
87 David Koko WR Sr.
88 Jamond Mcgee WR Jr.
91 Tomasi Grewe LB Jr.
92 Kyler Duerson DL Sr.
93 Ben Kautai NG, DT Sr.
93 Ben Kautai DE Sr.
95 Makoni Pole NG, T Sr.
96 Armando Flores LB Sr.
99 Chris Makahununiu DL So.

2016 Roster
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Despite a rash of injuries 
last season — a number 
of which ended players’ 
seasons — Trinity still 

found a way to persevere and fall 
just short of an appearance in the 
Class 3A state title game. Such has 
served as motivation as the team 
prepares for the 2016 campaign, 
coaches seeing a renewed focus 
from players in the weight room.

“We had seven guys injured in 
the first two games last season 
that we lost for the season,” Trinity 
head coach Dean Boyd said. “If 
those guys can come back strong, 
they should be good. We had at 
least 33 players miss at least one 
game due to injury last season. … 
Our team has really made strides 
with our offseason conditioning 
program. If that translates like it 
has in the past, we have a chance 
to be good.”

Optimism reigns on defense, 
where a trio of “Nasty Dogs” 
in Johnson, Wilson and Ocean 
should wreak havoc in opposing 
backfields.

“I think our defense has a 
chance to be real good,” Boyd said. 
“We have two anticipated defensive 
ends that if they stay healthy could 
be beasts coming off the edge.”

However, the team must grow up 
quickly in the defensive secondary 
and offensive skill positions, 
groups hit hard by graduation.

“Our team will be breaking in 
a new quarterback … the position 
could be a weakness if our 
potential starter does not step up,” 
Boyd said. “We had the same kid as 

a starter for three-and-a half years, 
so we have been very stable at that 
position. In high school, the trigger 
man is key… Jacob Evers has the 
lead right now for that position 
and he is 6-foot-5 and weighs 
200 pounds. If he can make the 
transition from JV to varsity he has 
opportunity to be good and highly 
recruited. Our defensive secondary 
and wide receiver positions were hit 
hard by graduation. We must find 
some kids that can play in those 
positions to make us competitive. 
Despite all that, Trinity’s ability 
to continue to churn out top-tier 
athletes has to make one believe 
this team will find its way relatively 
early on.

“We feel like we have a very good 
group that works hard and should 
be competitive,” the Trinity coach 
said. “Most of our better players 
are not skill players, so we have to 
develop those young men quickly. If 
those young men come through, we 
could be very good again.”

However, the team must grow up 
quickly in the defensive secondary 
and offensive skill positions, 
groups hit hard by graduation.

“Our team will be breaking in 
a new quarterback … the position 
could be a weakness if our potential 
starter does not step up,” Boyd said. 
“We had the same kid as a starter 
for three-and-a half years, so we 
have been very stable at that posi-
tion. In high school, the trigger man 
is key… Jacob Evers has the lead 
right now for that position and he is 
6-foot-5 and weighs 200 pounds. 
If he can make the transition from 

JV to varsity he has opportunity 
to be good and highly recruited. 
Our defensive secondary and wide 
receiver positions were hit hard by 
graduation. We must find some kids 
that can play in those positions to 
make us competitive. Despite all 
that, Trinity’s ability to continue to 
churn out top-tier athletes has to 
make one believe this team will find 
its way relatively early on.

“We feel like we have a very good 
group that works hard and should 
be competitive,” the Trinity coach 
said. “Most of our better players 
are not skill players, so we have to 
develop those young men quickly. If 
those young men come through, we 
could be very good again.”

Jacob Evers has the lead right 
now for that position and he is 
6-foot-5 and weighs 200 pounds. 
If he can make the transition from 
JV to varsity he has opportunity 
to be good and highly recruited. 
Our defensive secondary and wide 
receiver positions were hit hard by 
graduation. We must find some kids 
that can play in those positions to 
make us competitive.

Despite all that, Trinity’s ability 
to continue to churn out top-tier 
athletes has to make one believe 
this team will find its way relatively 
early on. “We feel like we have a 
very good group that works hard 

Trinity Titans
  @TRINITYTITANFB
  CCYFLNC.ORG/TRINITY-TITANS

2016 Schedule
AUG. 21: VS. DALE COUNTY

AUG. 28: AT LEEDS

SEPT. 4: AT ANDALUSIA

SEPT. 11: AT BULLOCK COUNTY

SEPT. 18: VS. STRAUGHN

SEPT. 25: AT MONTGOMERY ACADEMY

OCT. 2: AT ASHFORD

OCT. 9: VS. MONTGOMERY CATHOLIC

OCT. 16: VS. HEADLAND

OCT. 23: AT ST. JAMES

OCT. 30: BYE

NOV. 6: AT NORTHSIDE

KEY PLAYERS: Cam Johnson (Sr., OL), Demetrius 
Knox (Sr., RB), Myrone Williams (Jr., WR), Dylven 
Covington (Jr., RB), Anlonte Littles (Sr., WR), Francois 
McFall (Sr., OL), Kijana Johnson (Sr., DL), Demenquiz 
Wilson (Sr., DL), Terrence Ocean (Sr., DL)
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Admiral Farragut (St. Petersburg) 83
Agape Christian (Orlando) 91
All Saints’ (Winter Haven) 88
Alonso (Tampa)  83
American (Hialeah) 64
American Heritage (Delray Beach) 73
American Heritage (Plantation)  69
Anclote (Holiday) 88
Andrew Jackson (Jacksonville) 98
Apopka  91
Archbishop Carroll (Miami) 64
Archbishop Curley (Miami) 64
Archbishop McCarthy (Southwest Ranches) 69
Armwood (Seffner)  83
Arnold (Panama City Beach) 105
Astronaut (Titusville) 76
Atlantic (Delay Beach) 73
Atlantic Coast (Jacksonville) 98
Auburndale 88
Aucilla Christian (Monticello) 105
Avon Park 88
Baker County (Glen St. Mary) 98
Baker  105
Baldwin 98
Barrington Christian (Florida City) 64
Barron Collier (Naples) 79
Bartow 88
Bartram Trail (St. Johns) 95
Bay (Panama City)  105
Bayshore (Bradenton) 79
Bayside (Palm Bay) 76
Belen Jesuit (Miami) 64
Bell 101
Belleview  101
Benjamin (Palm Beach Gardens) 73
Berean Christian (West Palm Beach) 73
Berkeley Prep (Tampa) 83
Bishop Kenny (Jacksonville) 98
Bishop McLaughlin (Spring Hill) 101
Bishop Moore (Orlando) 91
Bishop Snyder (Jacksonville) 98
Bishop Verot (Fort Myers) 79
Blake (Tampa) 83
Blanche Ely (Pompano Beach) 69
Bloomingdale (Valrico) 83
Blountstown 105
Boca Ciega (Gulfport) 83
Boca Raton Christian  73
Boca Raton  73
Bolles (Jacksonville)  98
Booker (Sarasota) 79
Booker T. Washington (Miami) 64
Boone (Orlando)  91
Boyd Anderson (Lauderdale Lakes) 69
Boynton Beach 73
Bozeman (Panama City) 105
Braddock (Miami)  64
Braden River (Bradenton) 79
Bradenton Christian 79
Bradford (Starke) 101
Brandon 83
Branford 101
Bronson 101
Buchholz (Gainesville)  101
Calvary Christian (Clearwater) 83
Calvary Christian (Fort Lauderdale) 69
Cambridge Christian (Tampa) 83
Canterbury (St. Petersburg) 83
Cape Coral  79
Cardinal Gibbons (Fort Lauderdale) 69
Cardinal Mooney (Sarasota) 79
Cardinal Newman (West Palm Beach)  73
Carol City 64
Carrollwood Day (Tampa) 83
Celebration 91
Centennial (Port St. Lucie)  76
Central 76
Central (Brooksville) 101
Central Florida Christian (Orlando) 91
Central (Miami) 64
Chamberlain (Tampa)  83
Chaminade (Hollywood) 69
Champagnat (Hialeah) 64
Charlotte (Punta Gorda)  79
Chiefland 101
Chiles (Tallahassee) 105
Chipley  105
Choctawhatchee (Fort Walton Beach) 105
Choice Prep (Miami) 64
Citrus (Inverness) 101
Clay (Green Cove Springs) 95
Clearwater 83
Clearwater Central Catholic 83
Clewiston 79
Cocoa 76
Cocoa Beach 76
Coconut Creek  69
Colonial (Orlando) 91
Columbia (Lake City) 101
Columbus (Miami) 64
Community School (Naples) 79
Cooper City  69
Coral Gables 64
Coral Glades (Coral Springs) 69
Coral Park (Miami) 64
Coral Reef 64
Coral Shores (Tavernier) 64
Coral Springs 69
Coral Springs Charter  69
Coral Springs Christian 69

Cottondale  107
Countryside (Clearwater) 83
Creekside (St. Johns) 95
Crescent City 95
Crestview 105
Crystal River 101
Cypress Bay (Weston)  69
Cypress Creek (Orlando) 91
Cypress Lake (Fort Myers) 79
Dade Christian (Miami)  65
Deerfield Beach 69
DeLand  95
Deltona 95
Deltona Trinity Christian 95
DeSoto County (Arcadia) 79
Dillard (Fort Lauderdale) 69
Dixie County (Cross City) 101
Dixie Hollins (St. Petersburg) 83
Doral 65
Douglas (Parkland) 70
Dr. Phillips (Orlando) 91
Dunbar (Fort Myers) 79
Dunedin  83
Dunnellon 101
Durant (Plant City) 83
Dwyer (Palm Beach Gardens) 73
Eagle’s View (Jacksonville) 98
East Bay (Gibsonton) 83
East Gadsden (Havana) 105
East Lake (Tarpon Springs) 84
East Lee County (Lehigh Acres) 79
East Ridge (Clermont)  91
East River (Orlando) 91
Eastside (Gainesville) 101
Eau Gallie (Melbourne) 76
Ed White (Jacksonville)  98
Edgewater (Orlando) 91
Edison (Miami) 65
Englewood (Jacksonville) 98
Episcopal (Jacksonville) 98
Escambia (Pensacola)  105
Estero 79
Eustis 91
Evangelical Christian (Fort Myers)  79
Evans 91
Everglades (Miramar) 70
FAMU (Tallahassee) 105
Father Lopez (Daytona Beach) 95
Ferguson (Miami) 65
Fernandina Beach  98
First Academy (Orlando) 91
First Academy-Leesburg 91
First Baptist (Naples) 79
First Coast (Jacksonville) 98
Fivay (Hudson)  88
Flagler Palm Coast (Palm Coast)  95
Flanagan (Pembroke Pines) 70
Fleming Island (Orange Park) 95
Fletcher (Neptune Beach) 98
Florida Air (Melbourne) 76
Florida Christian (Miami) 65
Florida Deaf and Blind (St. Augustine) 95
Florida High (Tallahassee)  105
Forest (Ocala) 101
Forest Hill (West Palm Beach) 73
Forrest (Jacksonville)  98
Fort Lauderdale 70
Fort Meade  88
Fort Myers 79
Fort Walton Beach  105
Fort White 101
Foundation Academy (Winter Garden) 91
Franklin County (Eastpoint) 107
Freedom (Orlando) 91
Freedom (Tampa) 84
Freeport 105
Frostproof 88
Gainesville 101
Gaither (Tampa) 84
Gateway (Kissimmee) 91
Gateway Charter (Fort Myers) 80
George Jenkins (Lakeland) 88
Gibbs (St. Petersburg) 84
Glades Central (Belle Glade)  73
Glades Day (Belle Glade)  73
Godby (Tallahassee)  105
Golden Gate (Naples)  80
Goleman (Miami) 65
Graceville 106
Gulf (New Port Richey) 88
Gulf Breeze 106
Gulf Coast (Naples) 80
Gulliver Prep (Miami) 65
Hagerty (Oviedo)  92
Haines City  88
Hallandale 70
Hamilton County (Jasper) 101
Hardee (Wauchula) 88
Harmony  92
Hawthorne 102
Heritage (Palm Bay) 76
Hernando (Brooksville) 102
Hernando Christian (Brooksville) 102
Hialeah 65
Hialeah Gardens  65
Hialeah-Miami Lakes (Hialeah) 65
Highlands Christian (Pompano Beach) 70
Hillel (North Miami Beach) 65
Hilliard 98
Hillsborough (Tampa) 84

Hollywood Hills  70
Holmes County (Bonifay) 106
Holy Trinity (Melbourne) 76
Homestead 65
Hudson 88
Ida Baker (Cape Coral) 80
Immokalee  80
Indian Rocks Christian (Largo)  84
Inlet Grove (Riviera Beach) 73
Interlachen 95
Island Coast (Cape Coral) 80
Jackson (Miami)  65
Jay 106
Jefferson (Tampa) 84
Jefferson County (Monticello) 106
Jesuit (Tampa)  84
John Carroll (Fort Pierce) 76
John I. Leonard (Greenacres)  73
John Paul II (Tallahassee) 107
Jones (Orlando) 92
Jupiter Christian 73
Jupiter  73
Kathleen (Lakeland)  88
Keswick Christian (St. Petersburg) 84
Key West 65
Keystone Heights 95
Killian  (Miami)  65
King (Tampa) 84
King’s Academy (West Palm Beach) 73
Krop (Miami)  65
LaBelle  80
Lafayette (Mayo)  102
Lake Brantley (Altamonte Springs) 92
Lake Gibson (Lakeland) 88
Lake Highland Prep (Orlando)  92
Lake Howell (Winter Park)  92
Lake Mary Prep  92
Lake Mary  92
Lake Minneola 92
Lake Nona (Orlando)  92
Lake Placid 88
Lake Region (Eagle Lake) 88
Lake Wales 88
Lake Weir (Ocala) 102
Lake Worth  73
Lakeland  89
Lakeland Christian 89
Lakewood (St. Petersburg) 84
Lakewood Ranch (Bradenton) 80
Land O’Lakes  89
Largo  84
LaSalle (Miami) 65
Lecanto  102
Leesburg 92
Lehigh (Lehigh Acres) 80
Lely (Naples) 80
Lemon Bay (Englewood) 80
Lennard (Ruskin) 84
Leon (Tallahassee) 106
Leto (Tampa) 84
Liberty (Kissimmee) 92
Liberty County (Bristol)  107
Life Christian Academy 92
Lincoln (Tallahassee) 106
Lyman (Longwood) 92
MacArthur North (Miami)  66
Maclay (Tallahassee) 106
Madison County (Madison) 106
Mainland (Daytona Beach)  95
Malone 107
Manatee  80
Mandarin (Jacksonville) 98
Mandarin Christian (Jacksonville) 98
Marathon 66
Marianna  106
Mariner (Cape Coral)  81
Martin County (Stuart) 76
Master’s Academy (Oviedo) 92
Matanzas (Palm Coast) 95
Mater Academy (Hialeah Gardens) 66
McArthur (Hollywood) 70
Melbourne Central Catholic  76
Melbourne  76
Menendez (St. Augustine) 95
Merritt Island Christian 76
Merritt Island  76
Miami  66
Miami Beach 66
Miami Country Day 66
Miami Springs  66
Middleburg  95
Middleton (Tampa) 84
Milton  106
Miramar  70
Mitchell (New Port Richey) 89
Monarch Coconut Creek) 70
Monsignor Pace (Miami)  66
Moore Haven  81
Mosley (Lynn Haven) 106
Mount Dora 92
Mount Dora Bible 92
Mourning (North Miami) 66
Mulberry  89
Munroe (Quincy) 106
Naples  81
Nature Coast (Brooksville) 102
Navarre 106
Nease (Ponte Vedra)  95
New Smyrna Beach  96
Newberry 102

Newsome (Lithia)  84
Niceville 106
Norland  (Miami)  66
North Broward Prep (Coconut Creek) 70
North Florida Christian (Tallahassee)  106
North Fort Myers 81
North Marion (Citra) 102
North Miami 66
North Miami Beach 66
North Port 81
Northeast (Oakland Park) 70
Northeast (St. Petersburg)  84
Northside Christian (St. Petersburg) 84
Northview (Bratt) 106
Northwest Christian (Miami) 66
Northwestern (Miami)  66
Nova (Davie) 70
Oak Hall (Gainesville) 106
Oak Ridge (Orlando) 92
Oakleaf (Orange Park) 96
Ocala Christian 102
Ocoee 92
Olympia (Orlando) 93
Olympic Heights (Boca Raton) 74
Orange City 96
Orange Park 96
Orangewood Christian (Maitland) 93
Orlando Christian Prep (Orlando) 93
Ormond Calvary 96
Osceola (Kissimmee) 93
Osceola (Seminole) 84
Out-of-Door (Sarasota) 81
Oviedo 93
P. K. Yonge (Gainesville) 102
Pace 106
Pahokee 74
Palatka 96
Palm Bay (Melbourne)  76
Palm Beach Central (Wellington) 74
Palm Beach Gardens 74
Palm Beach Lakes (West Palm Beach) 74
Palm Harbor University 84
Palmer Trinity (Palmetto Bay) 66
Palmetto 81
Palmetto (Miami)  66
Palmetto Ridge (Naples) 81
Park Vista (Lake Worth) 74
Pasco (Dade City) 89
Paxon (Jacksonville) 98
Pembroke Pines Charter 70
Peniel Baptist (Palatka) 96
Pensacola Catholic 106
Pensacola  106
Pine Crest (Fort Lauderdale)  70
Pine Forest (Pensacola)  106
Pine Ridge (Deltona) 96
Pinellas Park (Largo) 85
Piper (Sunrise) 71
Plant (Tampa)  85
Plant City 85
Plantation  71
Poinciana (Kissimmee) 93
Pompano Beach 71
Ponte Vedra 96
Pope John Paul II (Boca Raton) 74
Port Charlotte 81
Port Orange Atlantic 96
Port St. Joe 106
Port St. Lucie  76
Posnack Jewish (Plantation) 71
Princeton Christian 66
Providence (Jacksonville) 98
Raines (Jacksonville) 99
Ransom Everglades (Miami) 67
Reagan (Doral) 67
Ribault (Jacksoville) 99
Rickards (Tallahassee)  107
Ridge Community (Davenport) 89
Ridgeview (Orange Park)  96
Ridgewood (New Port Richey) 89
River Ridge (New Port Richey) 89
Riverdale (Fort Myers) 81
Riverview (Riverview) 85
Riverview (Sarasota)  81
Robert E. Lee (Jacksonville) 99
Robinson (Tampa) 85
Rockledge 77
Rocky Bayou (Niceville)  107
Royal Palm Beach 74
Rutherford (Panama City) 107
Sandalwood (Jacksonville) 99
Santa Fe (Alachua) 102
Santa Fe Catholic (Lakeland) 89
Santaluces (Lantana) 74
Sarasota 81
Satellite 77
Seabreeze (Daytona Beach) 96
Seacoast Christian 99
Sebring 89
Seffner Christian  85
Seminole 85
Seminole (Sanford) 93
Seminole Ridge (Loxahatchee)  74
Seven Rivers Christian (Lecanto) 102
Sheridan Hills Christian (Hollywood) 71
Shorecrest Prep (St. Petersburg) 85
Sickles (Tampa) 85
Sneads 107
Somerset Academy (Pembroke Pines) 71
South Broward (Hollywood)  71

South Dade (Homestead) 67
South Florida (Fort Lauderdale) 71
South Fork (Stuart)  77
South Fort Myers  81
South Lake (Groveland) 93
South Miami 67
South Plantation (Plantation)  71
South Sumter (Bushnell)  102
South Walton (Santa Rosa Beach) 107
Southeast (Bradenton)  81
Southridge  (Miami)  67
Southwest Florida Christian (Fort Myers) 81
Southwest Miami 67
Space Coast (Cocoa) 77
Spanish River (Boca Raton) 74
Spoto (Riverview) 85
Springstead (Spring Hill) 102
Spruce Creek (Port Orange) 96
St. Andrew’s (Boca Raton) 74
St. Augustine  96
St. Cloud 93
St. Edward’s (Vero Beach) 77
St. Francis (Gainesville) 107
St. Francis Catholic 102
St. John Lutheran (Ocala) 102
St. John Neumann (Naples) 81
St. Johns Country Day (Orange Park) 96
St. Joseph (St. Augustine) 96
St. Petersburg 85
St. Petersburg Catholic  85
St. Stephen’s (Bradenton) 81
St. Thomas Aquinas (Fort Lauderdale) 71
Stanton (Jacksonville) 99
Steinbrenner (Lutz) 85
Stranahan (Fort Lauderdale) 71
Strawberry Crest (Dover) 85
Summit Christian (West Palm Beach) 74
Suncoast (Riviera Beach) 74
Sunlake (Land O’ Lakes) 89
Sunset  (Miami)  67
Suwannee (Live Oak) 107
Tampa Bay Tech 85
Tampa Catholic 85
Taravella (Coral Springs) 71
Tarpon Springs 85
Tate (Cantonment) 107
Tavares 93
Taylor (Pierson)  96
Taylor County (Perry) 107
Tenoroc (Lakeland) 89
Terry Parker (Jacksonville) 99
The Villages 102
Timber Creek (Orlando) 93
Titusville 77
Treasure Coast (Port St. Lucie) 77
Trenton  103
Trinity Catholic (Ocala)  103
Trinity Christian (Jacksonville)  99
Trinity Prep (Winter Park) 93
Umatilla 93
Union County (Lake Butler)  103
University (Orlando)  93
University Christian (Jacksonville)  99
University School (Davie) 71
Upperroom Christian (Fort Lauderdale) 71
Vanguard (Lake Wales) 89
Vanguard (Ocala)  103
Varela (Miami) 67
Venice 81
Vernon 107
Vero Beach 77
Victory Christian (Lakeland) 89
Viera (Melbourne) 77
Village Academy (Delray Beach) 74
Wakulla (Crawfordville) 107
Walton (DeFuniak Springs) 107
Warner Christian (South Daytona) 96
Washington (Pensacola) 107
Wekiva (Apopka) 93
Wellington 74
Wesley Chapel 89
West Boca Raton 74
West Broward (Pembroke Pines) 71
West Florida (Pensacola) 107
West Gadsden (Quincy) 107
West Nassau (Callahan) 99
West Orange (Winter Garden) 93
West Port (Ocala) 103
Western (Davie) 71
Westland Hialeah 67
Westminster Academy (Fort Lauderdale) 71
Westminster Christian (Miami)  67
Westwood 77
Wharton (Tampa) 85
Wildwood 103
Williston 103
Windermere Prep 93
Winter Haven 89
Winter Park 93
Winter Springs 93
Wiregrass Ranch (Wesley Chapel) 85
Wolfson (Jacksonville) 99
Woods Haven (Fort Lauderdale) 71
Yulee 99
Zephyrhills 89
Zion Lutheran (Deerfield Beach) 71
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